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PLEBISCITE TO 
BE TAKEN ON 
WARD SYSTEM
Munlcljpal Electors To Decide On 
Jonuary 15th As To Method Of 
 ̂ > Choosinfir Aldermen
ih
;
Tit.
r The mchibcrs of the Council in at- 
; T tcndanfcii' “at ' the regular fortnightly 
„ ■meeting on Monday hlglit were Mayor 
i; Sutherland, Aldermen Adams, Knowles, 
Morrlspn,. Mpihlc  ̂ and Shepherd. ' His 
Worship.,,being detained for a, short 
. time by , other business, Aid. Adams 
i ; w as' voted ,to the chair pending the 
Mayor’s arrival.
Acting Secretary 
of the B, C. Railway Rates Adjust­
ment Association, forwarded a resume 
of the work done by that, body so far,
• and an explanation of what expenses 
had been incurred and ho*v it was pro- 
posed they should be met, As  ̂to the 
dmplPyment of-Mr. G.- Gi McQcer,,K. 
C., to prepare the ease for .the fruit in­
dustry, the statement explained that
" this action had been taken on the ,un- 
' derstanding that the ease'to be presen- 
ted for the Province' would be a gener- 
!, al one and that it would be necessary 
for the fruit industry to submit its own 
ease as well. Mr. McGecr immediately 
started to work and gathered an im­
mense quantity of information relating 
to fruit traffic rates and other matters.
/ However, after the ease had-been pre­
pared, Premier Oliver attended a meet- 
; ing in Wernon on Sept, 12th ,at-which
• he'an'nbun'ced that the Provincial Gov-i 
ernment would fully protect the iriter-
■ est^ of the growers at the Ottawa hear- 
ing, and that he himself was leaving for 
' • Ottawa in a few days. In answer to a 
( ’ question, the Premier would not make 
‘ Tiny statement regarding Mr. McGeer 
^ other than that he would not interfere 
; :irt any way with any. arrangements 
'-m ade by the Railway Rates Ad just- 
i  ment Association. The statement went 
on to say; ■
created by the Pre 
mier’s “statement'was that .the work, of 
. the Railway Rates Adjustment Assoc- 
iation was an unnecessary expense, and 
in consequence some organizations who
■ had voted money. to support the As- 
, i’ sociation rescinded their resolutions 
; and others refused to contribute.
■ "It  must be very definitely pointed 
* out that, prior' to the meeting-at Ver- 
f>non, the Premier had plainly stated 
that Mr. McGeer would not be retain­
ed by the government, and it was for
• this reason that .the delegates to the
■ meeting held on August 13th' decided 
3 that in the best interests of the fruit 
 ̂ industry Mr.' McGeer should be brief- 
: ed by the Association, it being under- 
, stood at that time that the government 
’ wquld present a main brief through the
Premier and that other interested or- 
ganizations would supplement this with 
briefs of their own.”
As to the results of the hearing, it 
was sufficient to point out, the state­
ment continued, that the Crow’s , Nest 
' discrimination had been removed and 
that this was due to the most capable 
handling of the case by Mr. McGeer. 
"The Executive feel that the Associa­
tion is in honour bound to recompense 
. Mr. McGecr for the special work he 
did on behalf of the fruit interests in 
preparing the case and acting as coun­
sel for the Association, and that $500 
is the least that could be offered him.”
It was stated that the expenses of 
the witnesses, Messrs. T. Bulman and 
J. A. Grant, transcript of evidence, pos­
tage, etc., would amount to about $600, 
making a total expenditure of $1,100, 
in order to meet which it would be ne­
cessary to collect 25  ̂per cent of the 
amount originally asked for. The fol­
lowing towns and organizations were 
listed as having already contributed 
their quota: City of Enderby, City of 
Kelowna, Kelowna Growers’ Exchange, 
Municipality of Summerland, Summer- 
land Fruit Union, Naramata Fruit Un­
ion, Kalcden Co-operative Growers, 
City of Merritt, Salmon Arm Farmers’ 
Exchange, 'Westbank Co-Operative 
Growers.
The City of Kelowna having already 
contributed 50 per cent of its original 
quota, it was decided, upon the sugges-
■ tion of the Mayor, to ask for a refund 
of the difference between that amount 
and the levy of 25 per cent which the 
Raihvay Rates Adjustment Associa­
tion had stated would be sufficient.
The results of tests made by Mr. J.
E. Britton of milk taken from four 
dairies supplying th'c city -were submit­
ted, showing the satisfactory butter- 
fat percentages of 4.4, 4.3; 4.1 and 4.0 
respectively.
A formal resolution was passed, con­
firming the decision arrived at in com­
mittee of the \Vholc-to purchase on be­
half of sinking, fund investment, from
LONDON IN GRIP
OF DENSE FOG
LONDON, Dec. 11.—London today 
was still in the grip of one of the 
worst,fogs in iminy years.' It descend­
ed upon the city On Tuesday nijght arid 
continued throughout yesterday and 
this morning, its density and duration 
bringing back unpleasant memories of 
the Christmas.season in 1904, when for 
live days the metropolis was closely 
wrapped in' a blanket of veritable Sty­
gian darkness. ’
Scores of thousands of the city's 
population were ?igain considerably de­
layed in ,going to work this morning 
because of;' the burdening of the sub­
ways with unusual numbers seeking to 
burrow their way to work under­
ground ^and the virtual paralysis of all 
omnibus and tramway ser.vices. The 
buses were able only to crawl snail- 
like through inky mist, occasionally 
bumping curbs and narrowly missit^^ 
collisions with each other—not always 
missing, in fact.
CHORAL AND. 
ORCHESTRAL 
CONCERT
Inauefuration Of Winter Season By 
Choral Society Is Crowned With 
Success
Although only some twenty years 
ago- no method of successfully treating 
the zinc ores of this province had then 
been discovered, B.C. now leads all 
other countries in zinc production.
the Okanagan Loan & Investment 
Trust Co., Canadian Northern 4 per 
cent bonds, guaranteed by the Domin­
ion of Canada, maturing in 1934, to 
the amount of $24,0Q0 at a price'of 92, 
as per tender submitted.
Mr. H. "V. Craig, on behalf of the 
Board of Trade, waited on the Council 
With regard to closing up the accounts 
for the Okanogan--Carib,ob Trail cele­
bration. He explained that there were 
sufficient funds on.hand.tq cover all in­
debtedness with the exception of a- 
bout $60, the deficiency' having arisen 
through unforeseen expenses such as 
the cost of engaging the''V'ernon Band, 
.which'had not been included in the ori­
ginal estimates!, and of entertaining the 
Omak Band. The outlays in conned 
tion with the latter constituted a sud­
den emergency of which- ho previous 
warning was possible. He understood 
that, while the Mayor clearly had not 
pledged the City in any' way, it had 
been promised that sorrie assistance 
would be given to meet these extra ex­
penses. \
The'Mayor disclaimed any responsi­
bility for,, engaging the Vernon Band, 
as he was not a member of the commit­
tee concerned, but was not unwilling 
that the City should assist, especially 
as ' the entertainment of the 'Omak 
Band was an emergency that certainly 
had to’ be dealt with.
It was decided that a sum not ex­
ceeding $60 be granted to the Boartj of 
Trade, and a .resolution was passed to 
that effect.
Mr. Craig thanked the Council and 
withdrew. •
! brwo By-Laws received final pas­
sage, namely. No. 396, selling Lot 6> 
R.P. 483, to Mr. S. M. Gore, for $100, 
and No. 397, granting to Mr. W. J. 
Rankin a release of a mortgage held 
by the City on Lot 5, Block 7.
By-Law No. 398, being the Build­
ings and Fir.e Limits By-Law, came up 
for third reading, when City Superin­
tendent Blakeborough brought up the 
question of the constitution of the 
Court of Appeal under the by-law. He 
stated that Col. Cullin, -who was large­
ly responsible for the drafting of the 
by-law, was firmly of the opinion that 
the quorum of such court should in- 
c'lude two representatives from points 
at least 25 miles outside of the city 
limits, which pro-vision, ■ ,Col'. Cullin 
held, would relieve the City of res­
ponsibility in the event of condemna­
tion'of buildings. On the other hand, 
Mr. Blakeborough did not favour such 
a requirement, deeming that local men 
were best fitted to deal with local 
affairs, while. the matter of expense 
in bringing representatives from a dis­
tance was also a consideration.*
The Mayor suggested that the two 
representatives referred to should be 
from the city, or there should be no 
25-milc limit, when the Council could 
pick the two men from anywhere they 
wished. '
Aid. Adams drew attention to the 
fact that the wording of the clause 
did not seem to refer to appeals 
against condemnation of buildings but 
to refusal to issue permits only.
Examination of thq text of the by­
law appeared to confirm Aid. Adams’ 
view, and it was therefore decided to 
lay the by-law on the table until next 
meeting so as to permit of revision 
of the wording of the clauses concern­
ed.
ByrLaw No. 399, for the sale of 
Lot 6, R.P. 1277, to Mrs. Lillie Eliza­
beth McArthur, for $100, was intro­
duced and was given three readings.
(Continued bn Page 4)
Consequent on the all-round exccll 
ence of the programme rendered at the 
Empress Theatre bn Monday evening, 
a most favourable impression of the 
abilities of fbc Kelowna Choral and 
Philharmonic Societies was left on the 
minds of,, the audience. ; Several con­
certs have now-been given b;̂  the 
Choral Society since it was first es­
tablished here somb two years ago, 
but it can be safely stated that no pre­
vious effort was liettcr ricceivcd. The 
Philharmonic Qrchestra also excelled 
itself, proving that not only are its 
members, possessed of good technique 
but ,are capable of a-balance of tone 
in keeping with ;the/class of musical 
composition they interpret. The ren­
dering by them of the Hungarian Dan­
ces by Brahms was particularly good, 
the changes of tempo being excellently 
handled, showing that the members of 
the orchestra were thoroughly respon­
sive to the conductor’s baton. A gen­
eral impression of the efforts of the 
Choral Society -was that only one 
thing was really lacking, an increase 
in the number of male voices. The 
singers wfere better grouped than on 
previous occasions, and it was very 
noticeable that, no matter what kind 
of music _ they sang, their enuncia­
tion was exceptionally clear. Marked 
ability /was shown in every kind of 
choral work undertaken.
Previous to the concert, several am­
using pictures, ■vvere shown pfi the 
screen, including some -wonderfully lu­
dicrous performing ducks and “plasti- 
grams,” also the fascinating photoplay 
“The Lone Wolf,” featuring Jack Holt, 
a thrilling drama of the underworld 
of international thievery.
The concert was begun by an or­
chestral selection, “Grace and Beauty 
Gavotte,” which the Philharmonic Or­
chestra played -with good ensemble. 
This was followed by “The Bridal 
Chorus” from “The Rose Maiden,” a 
somewhat difficult piece which gave 
the Choral Society a chance to display 
its skilfulness in musical interpreta­
tion/ The climax was well rendered 
and was followed by sustained ap­
plause.
Mr. T. G. Griffith sang “Gwlad y 
Delyn” with great power and ex­
pression, but the singer, who was suf­
fering from a bad cold, was unable 
to respond to a well-deserved encore.
The next number on the programme 
was the “Gypsy Chorus” from “The 
Bohemian Girl,” and this the Choral 
Society rendered daintily, the pianissi­
mo passages being especially well sung.
Mr. Mackenzie Mawer, who is now 
becoming known to Kelowna audiences 
as a vocalist of merit, gave a very 
pleasing interpretation of Gounod’s 
vocal aria “Even Bravest Heart May 
Swell” and, as an encore, “O Sole 
Mio.” ’
A popular number, “The Anvil 
Chorus” from “H Trovatore,” by the 
Choral Society showed off the men’s 
voices and was much applauded, after 
which the Philharmonic Orchestra 
played ! Brahms’ Hungarian Dances 
(N6s. 5 and 6)) very delightfully, the 
changes of time and tone being very 
well executed. *
Mrs. J. H. Trenwith, who was I in 
excellent voice, sang with wonderful 
expression and clearness of tone “Break 
of Day,” followed by “My Hero” from 
“The Chocolate Sc>ldier” as an encore.
A decidedly exacting composition 
was then sung by the Choral Society, 
“Light as Air” from “Faust,” and this 
was executed in such a way as to fully 
merit the long and loud applause which 
followed, as not only were the solo 
parts well taken but the choruses were 
very harmoniously rendered. I t  was, 
perhaps, the best effort of the evening.
Miss Isobel Murray, a young lady 
who is always heard with great plea­
sure, quite excelled herself in a violin 
solo, her rendering of Raff’s “Cava­
tina,” an exceptionally difficult com­
position, being wonderful for so young 
an artiste. Both tone and technique 
were alike good and she responded to 
a very enthusiastic encore by playing 
“Le Tambourin” with great ease and 
expression.
The concluding item of the pro­
gramme, the “Songs of the "Vikings,” 
by the Choral Society, was a fitting 
climax to *a very pleasant evening’s 
entertainment, this rousing old favour­
ite affording the Society one more op­
portunity of showing how it has pro­
gressed recently, and the singing of
TH E MARKING OF
, IM PORTED HONEY
Honey Produccro' ABSociatlon “Wants 
Imposed Honey Labelled With 
,, , Place Of Origin
On Monday evening a meeting o “ 
the Okanagan Division of the British 
Columbia Honey Producers’ Associa 
tion was held in the Board of Trade 
Hall at which many members were pro 
sent. In thq absence of Rev. Father 
Carlyle, th e , President of the Associa 
tion, the chair was taken by Mir., J. E 
Britton, Vice-President. Mh J. F 
Roberts acted as'secretary. , ' 
After considerable .discussion, a rc 
solution was passed endorsing one re 
cently adopted by the Kamloops 
branch of the provincial association rc- 
questip^ ail amendment to the act go­
verning the . sale of honey, to the ef­
fect that all- imported, honey be lab­
elled 'ivith'the lianle’of the place o;: 
origin qs 'well as the net , weight of con­
tents of container. 1' , ■
Before <adjourning it was .decided, af­
ter some debate,,that the preserit exe­
cutive of the association -would epntiri- 
ue in officc and that the. next meeting 
would be held in 'February on' a date 
to be given out later.
C. N. R. BRANCH LINE
WORK IS PROCEEDING
We have beep asked why we have 
not published anything in regard to 
the progress of work on the Kamloops- 
iiCeiowna branch of the C. N. R. The 
reason is simply because we have beeh 
unable to obtain other than second 
land inforrnation in the form of para­
graphs in other papers. So far as can 
be learned, nothing is being done in 
the vicinity of Kelowna in regard to 
putting the grade into condition to re­
ceive steel, but this wps forecast a- 
bout a year agb, when Sir Henry 
Thornton informed the Board of Trade 
that, as soon as the necessary parlia­
mentary authority, had been received, 
it was his intention to push work on 
the northern end of the branch and to 
complete the Kelowna end of it the fol­
lowing year.
Several construction camps have 
been established |>etween .Campbell 
Greek, east o f; Kafnloops, and Sum­
mit Lake, and about a hundred men 
and forty teams are being employed 
on putting the grade into repair, as it 
naturally has suffered a considerable 
amount of deterioration during the past 
four years / since its construction.
CABARET NIGHT 
IS HELD BY 
ELKS’ LODGE
Over Two Hundred People Enjoy 
Festive Evening W i^  Muaic 
And Dancing
TAYLOR IS ELECTED
MAYOR O F VANCOUVER
Present, Incumbent Of Office Defeated 
For Re-election By M^ijority 
Of 647
VANCOUVER, Dec. 11.—In an 
election which brought out the largest 
vote in the'history of the city, Louis 
D. Taylor was elected to the mayor­
alty yesterday over- Mayor W. R. 
Owen by a majority of 647. The total 
vote was less than one hundred short 
of 15,000. Mr. Taylor, who has served 
three previous terms as Mayor, in 1910, 
1911 and 1915, will be inaugurated on 
January 2nd, Mayor Owen carrying on 
in the meantime. Mayor Owen was 
defeated after only one year in the 
mayoral chair, although he held office 
on the Parks Board and the City 
Council for fourteen years before he 
was elected Mayor.
The*election for the City Council, 
School Trustees and Parks Board was 
remarkable in that all the forriler mem­
bers were returned to office, the only 
change in the eptire slate being in the 
mayoralty.
By-laws were endorsed authorizing 
a programme of work which will in­
volve an expenditure of $1,000,000. On­
ly two by-laws were defeated, one for 
construction 6f a $30,000 bath house 
at Kitsilano and the other to grant 
tax exemption to grain elevators. The 
plebiscite authorizing the annexation 
of South Vancouver was carried by a 
large majority,
The “Cabaret Night” given by the 
Benevolent and Protective Order of 
Elks last Thursdiiy was a highly suc- 
ccssfuL and enjoyable affair and was 
attended' by over two hundred people 
who kept up the festivities till 2.00 
a.m. The Elks’ Hall had been' very 
nicely decorated for the occasion with 
palms, bunting and balloons, and amal 
tables' Were placed around the room 
at which refreshments were served by 
waiters in white uniform. Thus those 
Who did not dance, and they were in 
the minority, were able to enjoy at 
their ease the festive scene, which was 
lent a true carnival appearance by the 
wearing of fancy paper caps by all 
present/ Those had been specially or­
dered for the occasion and were all 
different in colour and design;
The programhie was well arranged, 
songs being rendered occasionally be­
tween dances, and the rhusic was ex­
ceptionally good, the Len Davis or­
chestra, which included two pianos 
excelling alt previous efforts. Among 
those who helped to make the even­
ing pass off’ splendidly were Mr. H. 
Twiss, who contributed a violin solo, 
!Wlr. E. O. MacGinnis, who gave a 
song and sketch, Mr. P. Holes, who 
riiade all laugh 'with his comic songs, 
!ifr. T. G. Griffith, who was in excell­
ent voice, and Mr. and Mrs. Len Dayis, 
Who played accordion and saxophone 
solos." At midnight the balloon dance 
starfed and later bn supper was ser­
ved by the Elks, who proved excellent 
caterers and nimble waiters.
The cabaret/ which was attended by 
many people from country points, 
showed that the Elks have a commit 
tee capable of getting up a really en­
joyable entertainment, and their next 
effort in the same direction is sure to 
prove successful’. ■
WINSTON CHURCHILL
; MAKES U.S. UNEASY
WASHINGTON, Dec. IL—Official 
Washington' ifei uneasy over the ■ statc- 
inenl-made in thq’British Parliament by 
Chancellor o f. the Exchequer Winston 
Churchill that the British government
[ABORIGINAL 
LORE, ARTS 
AND CRAFTS
considers it essential that any pay- p^*“’ J* Uogic, Of Summerland,
incuts made by Britain’s debtors in Delivers Interesting Illdatratcd-Ml ' ' '
Europe to the United States should be 
accompanied by proportionate pay-i
ments to Great Britain. The fear is | Public and High S c h ' ‘.   i  j pupils of the I*u li   i  chools
that his declaration might delay the and thcii’ parents assembled in the iaU'* 
prospective settlement by the United ditoriuin of the Public School to listen 
States and France over war debts. 1^9 .a lecture on 1 he Indians of Cana-;da,” given by Mr. J. W. S, Logic, of 
.................................. airThe Treasury has accepted the state- Sdmmcrlahd. This addreiss had lready 
nient of Mr. Churchill as “obvious and been made by Mr. Logic in the after- 
logical” and has no intention of mak- »oon to. the scholars and /the evening
cial expression was made today. , after Uib,,, and whs'Ijrcfce'ded by a short mu- 
a conference between Secretary Mel- sical programme.
Ion, Under-Secretary Winston and / The proceedings were opened by a 
Assistan. Score,ary -Wadswor.!.
Treasury. • •-
FOG HOLDS UP ,
SHIPPING IN CHANNEL
after which Misses Gwen Lowery, Lou­
ise, Moc,; Constance Todd,'Lois Lovell, 
Margaret Aitken, Margaret Patterson 
and Phillis Cook sang "Speed Away,’’ 
the solo part being taken by, Miss 
Gwen Lowery. This was followed by a 
11 Ti I piailo solo by Miss M. Hoyd-Jones, a 
H. ne I î y Mis> M. Aitkcii, a'pianoSOUTHAMPTON, Dec 
densest fog known here in years is I solo by Miss Ella Cameron, and a piano 
holding up shipping in and out of this fotte duct by Misses C. and L. Moo,
port. Eleven liners due this morning all of which were well received.In commencing his address Mr. Log-
are fogbound outside, the haven. Cross- Jc remarked that he would not give a 
Channel, steamers starting out have formal lecture, time not permitting ;his 
been unable to get any further than going fully into the very many matters
___of interest connected with the historythe outer harbour, and inbound (Jl a - customs of the Indian tribes of
nel boats which left Havre this nior- (Canada, but rather an informal talk, 
ning had not arrived up till noon. The What information he had himself ac- 
troopship Marglen, with hundreds of Quired .had been gleaned as a sort of 
ij* - r by-product of other, work in which hosoldiers from India and RgyPb
been unable to' get nearer port than ted in Indian folk lore, he had been, 
the Isle of Wight. , much struck by the fact that compara-
Lloyds shipping agency reports that fively few. people any Teal know-
Tom Malta for Southamptoh, is ashore! many of the earlier white settlers
near the Needles in a dense fog. Three had not taken pains to acquire know- 
tugs have gone to her assistance. I ledge on that subject at a period whea
such information might have been more 
easily obtained than now.- He himself 
had, had - to. go- td;many portions ofFINDS NUPTIAL KNO’T
HARD./ TO UNTIE] North America, including the State of
New York, to secure the information he
APPOINTM ENTS MADE IN
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OTTAWA, Dec. 11.—W. Stuart Ed­
wards, Assistant Deputy Minister of 
the Department of Justice,- has been 
appointed Deputy: Minister of the De­
partment in succession to Mr. Justice 
Newcombe, appointed recently to the 
Supreme Court bench, of jCanada.
John Chisholm and J. A. Renaud, 
K. C.,.both of whom are senior advis­
ory counsel on the legal staff of the 
Department of Justice, have been ap­
pointed Assistant Deputy Ministers.
REGINA, Dec. 11.—Cecilia McGil- needed. The knowledge he^possessed
, . . r __rr.,_____ regarding the Indians of Canada helerton, 15-year-old Tugaske bride who to pass on. to others and whctt
thought marriage CQrisis,ted of a round asked to come to Kelowna to repeat-an. 
of dancing and asked arinulmerit of her] address he had given at Summerland
marital boiid because she found after he_had come willingly. _ .
. , ., . „  ■ J 1-r u.... Mr. Logie then spoke briefly on thetwo weeks that married life has »ts as a whole, naming
little difficulties, will' have to remain j {he various tribes into' which they were
espoused to Leonard William Eller- divided before the coming of the white 
ton, as yesterday Mr. Justice Macken- races to this continent, and going
• J- • i- *• shortly into the history of some ofz;e dismissed her action for I them to show that foumer large tribes-
ment of the union. are, in some instances, quite extinct^ 
while other are represented by a feŵ  
survivors who a re , not living in theRECEIVES MAXIMUM  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂̂  , v r  a ui.u.
cTrMT'irKrr'Tr (PT?TT\/ri5* I parts of North America wnicniSENTENCE FOR GRIME members of a
^  strong race. Generally speaking, he
LETHBRIDGE, ALT^., Dec. 11.— I explained, it had been necessary to-
BRITAIN PLEASED W ITH  .
CHANCELLOR’S ATTITUDE
Nine years in the penitentiary at Prince classify the various Indian tribes accor-
Albert, the maximum sentence allowed ding to the various language groups or 
. , . . . , according to natural food groupings.,
by law, was imposed by Mr. According to the latter classification,
Welsh on James Wilson, alias King, there were the “salmon” Indians of the 
for his part in the robbery of the Un- Pacific Coast, the “caribou” tribes, of
ion Bank at Foremost in August, 1922. |,the Interior, the “bison” Indians,
The jury was out nearly two hours. maize" groups of the East, etc.Mr. Logie, at this period of his ad­
dress, showed a number of lantern 
slides descriptive of the various imple-
The Nelson fish hatchery has hatch­
ed out 1,500,000 Eastern Brook trout 
eggs for distribution in the Kootenay 
waters.
LONDON, Dec. 11.—Winston Chur­
chill’s declaration on the war debt 
settlement situation pleases both pub­
lic and press. The Chancellor of the 
Exchequer did not mention any debt 
or nation by name, but almost every 
newspaper speaks of France, whose 
emissaries have been discussing the 
debt subject in Washington. The press 
■with significant solidity takes, the posi­
tion that if France begins paying her 
debt to the United States, it is only 
fair that at the same time she should 
start settling with Great Britain.
STAGE FUNERAL OF ____
LIVE C O R PSE  IN  CH ICAG O  nieiits used by the aborigines of this
continent for killing game, in the pre- 
; , 1 paration of food, for transportation and
CHICAGO; Dec. H — ‘Old John of the soil, when prac-
Barleycorn,” supposed to be dead for tised. He explained how each imple 
several yekr^ still rides about in hearses ment or utensil wasTnade and used,^go- 
V-L- t iiig into considerable detail to snowm Chicago, but he is very much alive. i,„ ,4nrw. -u,im, how many things could be done with 
Prohibition agent John H. Earley fol- crude implements made of stone, wood 
lowed a sad looking hearse attended pr bone. In speaking of the Indians’
by a retinue of bleary-eyed mourners, | method he cx̂ ^̂
T , J - c • /  r- of that dogs had been used entirely torIt parked in Southside Garage and transport until the Spaniards in-
GERMANY HAS SECRET
STORES OF WEAPONS
PARIS, Dec. 11.—Recent reports 
from the Allied Military Control Miss­
ion in Germany have caused consider­
able worry in Allied quarters. The 
Mission, it is stated, has found nu­
merous secret stores of newly manu­
factured arms and sdme recently per­
fected weapons, including anti-tank 
guns.
ter the “mourners” had departed, pro- troduced the horse in the l5th century, 
hibition agents raided the garage and The latter animal, he claimed, was a
seized the hearse which contained 200 great mystery to all abor^^^
, , , , J r u- and its appellation in the various lan-gallons of alcohol and a case of wnis-1 jjalccts showed that the
key carefully stored in a silver-platetl | Indians for many years considered it 
casket which . was covered with a to be a kind of superior dog or wolf.
wreath of papier-mache flowers. ' | ,, p V a c S
tribes, explaining that basketry was 
McCOY CLAIMS W ILLS . j fashioned quite differently in various
W ERE PRODUCTS OF GRIEF portions of the continent and that on
the Pacific slope the “coil system a-
T A T7C 11 xr-A I was used. Baskets, he stated, wereLOS ANGELES, Dec. 11.—Kid|j^g^,^ |,y Indians for far more pur-
McCoy’s three wills and other inani- poses than in present times and those <J
mate objects introduced at yesterday’s j made by Okanagan Indians were wa-
. r -1- t_ter ticht and constructed of tulcs or
s e s s i o n  of the ex-pugilist s trial for thq roots. None of the Indians in
REWARDS DISTRIBUTED IN / 
FRANKS MURDER CASE
the National Anthem ended one of . the 
best musical events of the year.
It would be unfair to make special 
mention of any of the members of the 
Society whose efforts contributed to 
the success attained, but all who heard 
the concert will agree that great credit 
is due both to Mrs. A. J. Pritchard and 
Mr. Moncrieff Mawer, the former of 
whom stepped into the breach as pian­
ist at the last moment when her valu­
able services were badly needed, and 
the latter performing his duties of 
trainer and conductor with exceptional 
ability and marked success.
CHICAGO, ILLS., Dec. 11.—Two 
newspaper yeporters, four labourers, 
members of railroad crew, and a night 
.watchman were given most of the cre­
dit for the solutibn of the Bobby 
Franks murder and kidnapping case 
and obtaining the confessions of Na­
than Leopold Jr. and Richard Loeb, by 
the committee which distributed re­
wards totalling $6,000 offered for ap­
prehension of slayers.' Reporters James 
W. Mulroy and Alvin 'Goldstein were 
given $1,500 each, or half the reward.
There arc to ‘be no “hidden gift” 
sales , in Vaticouver, this system of dis­
posing- of goods having fallen under 
the ban .of the police commission of 
that city. ,
alleged murder of Mrs, Theresa Mors 
here last August were held temporarily 
in the background today while the 
prosecuting attorneys prepared to draw 
from a dozen witpesses the talc of 
McCoy’s movements during the night 
of the tragedy. While McCoy’s ver­
sion of the slaying, as related to the 
police, describes the wills he wrote as 
the products of grief that urged him 
to suicide, the State contends that they 
were the work of a man who had com­
mitted murder and expected to slay 
himself rather than submit to arrest.
STOLEN BONDS ARE
FOUND IN VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER, Dec. 11.—Bonds 
worth $1,000, stolen on Sept. 23rd by 
rifling the safe of G. A. Roeddc, Ltd., 
were found yesterday at the B. C  ,E.l- 
ectric .Station, Hastings ,pnd CarrMl 
Streets, having apparently been drop^ 
ped by the robber.
this part of North America had been 
sufficiently advanced to make pottery, 
and were obliged, when they wished ta  
heat water, to fill up baskets or birch 
bark vessels and warm the water by 
throwing in hot stones. Pictures of 
weaving were shown in order to ex­
plain Ihe different practices used, hov/ 
the various patterns were made and the 
different garments fashioned, a cape 
made out of the sage brush bark, inter, 
alia, making it evident that Indir^ns 
were able to clothe themselves from 
plants considered-of no value whatever 
nowadays. Ornaments worn, mostly 
made from shells, were also shown and 
the pictures were each explained by ^hc 
lecturer, who seemed to have very de­
tailed knowledge of his subject.
Various methods of starting fire were 
next demonstrated on the screen, also 
views of utensils used for the making 
and sharpening of weapons of all 'icind.i. 
.The, armour worn was described and 
then Mr. Logie showed views of the 
Indian paintings found in this part of 
the country, stating that their inter­
pretation was found^to be a-very diffi­
cult ..matter, the existing Indians./not
_ (Continued on page 5)
■’f e ■ Im
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„GIFT8 TH A TIA 8 T,
,«IO—Ww -<Si
W k  ARE OUT TO MAKE 
SATURDAY'S SALES 
LARGER than any previous 
single day’s business during
our”fourteen ijrcars as jewellers 
Kfin elowna.
To do this we arc offering ex­
tra inducements in Discounts
:' ''jfor '
SATURDAY; DECEMBER 13 
ONLY.
discount 20%Gold Brooches ----- --------------- ^
All Cuff Links .....- discount 20%
All Tic Pins    discount 20%
Mesh and Bead Bags, discount 20% 
Watch Chains discount 20%
10% off all Cut Glass.
10% off îll China.
10% off all Silver Hollowwarc 
10% off all Mantle Clocks. 
10% off all Pendants.
10% off all Beads & Ear Rings
r %  DISCOUNT off everything else in our store, includ- 
ing Leather Goods, Pearls, Bracelets, Compacts, 
Ebtmy and French Ivory, Watches, Fountain Pens, Pencils, 
Alarm Clockb, Community Plate, Tudor Plate, Rogers’ 1847, 
Cigarette Cases and Tubes, Silver Chains, KniveO, etc,, etc.
GIFTS THAT LAST
A small deposit will hold' any gift until Christmas. You are welcome
3, wnc ■in our store at all times, hether you wish to make a purchase dr 
not. Pur prices on French Ivory arc particularly attractive.
P E T T IG R E W
J e w e l l e r  a n d  D i a m o n d  M e r c h a r ^ t
XMAS GIFT SPECIALIST
December 6th to 13th
INCLUSIVE
B a r g a i n  W e e k
— IN — ■ ■
Blankets, E iderdow ns
*' •■■■:— AND — .
B idding
OUR REDUCTIONS IN PRICES W ILL  
SURPRISE Y O U -
KELOWNA nilNITURE COMPANT
PE N D O Z IST R E E T Phone 33
BACKED BY
S ervice and Q u a lity
»■
YOUR ORDERS WILL BE APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
Wm. HAVG <a SON
Dealers in Masons’ Supplies and Coal 
Phone 66 P.O. Box 166
THREE STEPS FORWARD
No. 1.—A new and beautiful satin finish on the table linen.
No. 2.—Hand washing of all the finer woollens and all the socks 
and stockings, eliminating all shrinkage.
No. 3.—.The installation of the Keyes-Davis ssretem of marldng and 
sorting the family bundles, making errors almost impossible. 
Come and let us show you, or send us a trial bundle and 
be convinced.
KELOWNA STEAM LAUNDRY
City Office; Bowman’s Book Store. Works; Patterson Ave.
16-2c
MOOSE ON TH E LAIRD
Information received by the Colon- 
T/ation and Development Department 
of the Canadian National Railway 
phows that, in the country drained by 
ttie upper waters of Afhe Laird river in 
northern British Columbia, moose ore 
so numerous they- arc killed to feed 
dogs. I t  is estimated that at least one
thousand are shot every year; never*
thcless their numbers are increasing, 
according 10 reports by mounted pol­
ice officers. Mineral prospectors now 
depend solely on moose for their meat 
supplies. The caribou herds are said 
to be increasing, with sheep and goats 
also numerous in that part of the coun­
try. The sheep, it is reported, have a 
black saddle, which is not a caractcr- 
istic of mountain sheep found further 
south.
BOYSCOUT 
COlUMN
1st Kelowna Troop 
Troop First I Self Last I
Edited by' “Pioneer.”
December 9th, 1924. 
Orders for week ending December 
18 th, 1924:
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week, 
Cougars; next for duty, leavers.
Rallies: The combined Troop will
rally at the; Scout Hall on Monday, the 
iSth instant, at 7:15 p.m., and the reg­
ular basketball practices will be.held on 
the Friday previous. On Saturday, the' 
13th instant, at 7:45 p.m. a team from 
our, Troop will play one from the Rut­
land Troop at the Scout Hall.
There were no less than nineteen ab­
sentees from the Rally last night and of 
these the following Scouts, H. Witt, J. 
Witt and H. McClure,' have been ab­
sent for three consecutive rallies.
Some first-class basketball was seen 
in our return encounter with Pentietpn 
at their Hall on Friday last. The boat 
was early so that we were able to start 
the first match between our light­
weight teams before eight o'clock. The 
game was, very close but the strange 
floor seemed to affect the shooting 
of our players. It was anybody's game 
and great was the joy of Penticton 
when time was blown , and they had 
fifteen points to our tweive. The teams 
an4 individual scores were as follows: 
PENTICTON: R.f., L. MePhee (6);
I f., H. Routh (5); c., W. Swift (4); 
r.g., J. White; l.g., Raincock; Substit­
ute, McGraw. , Total, 15.
KELOWNA: R.f., C. Pettman (2); 
l.f., L. Williams (1); c., W. Lucas (6); 
r.g., F, Williams; l.g., D. Lewers (3). 
Total. 12.
The next game between the 130 
pound team!3 was a better ganie than 
that between the same two teams at 
Kel'oWna, and when time was' blown 
only two points separated them, but 
unfortunately for us Penticton had fit 
teen of these points while we had thir- 
•teen. The teams and scores vyere as 
follows:
PENTICTON: R.f., W. Burtch; l.f., 
H. Williams (4); c., K. Fish (6) ; r.g., 
A. King;^ l.g., P. Watson (3); Substit­
ute, W. White, (2); Substitute, W. 
Swift. Total, 15.
KELOWNA: R.f.. J .  Foster; l.f.,
R. -Taggart (6); c., H. Campbell (6); 
r.g., H. Halt (1); l.g., E. Todd. Total, 
13. ;■/
It then devolved upon our open- 
weights to stem the losing tide for 
Kelowna, and weH they did it, scoring 
fifty-three point or only four less than 
on the previous Friday at Kelowna, but 
our opponents this tifne managed to 
run up a score of nineteen. The result 
was never in doubt and some very 
good shooting was seen on both sides. 
The teams arid scores were as follows: 
PENTICTON: R;f., M. Roadhouse 
(6); l.f,. B. Lye (2) ; c., W. Long (3)’; 
r.g., L. Crystal (4) ; I'.g., E. Davis; Sub­
stitutes, F. Abbott, A. Biola, H. Wil­
liams, W Swift (4). Total, 19.
KELOWNA: R.f., E. Williams
(22); l.f., W. Longley (10); c., G. Mei- 
kle (11); r.g., L, Cook (3); l.g., D. 
Loane (7). Total, 53.
, A pleasing feature of this game so 
far as we were concerned was that 
nearly all our free shots were convert­
ed into goals.
A very capable exhibition of refer 
eeing was given by the Penticton offic 
ial, Mr. Thompson, and this augers well 
for any games to be held this winter 
down there. The roof of the hall has 
also been^ raised and there is a three- 
tier row of bleachers down the sides, so 
that many exciting contests will now 
be comfortably played and watched at 
Pent'eton.
After the game we were treated to a 
feed of doughnuts and hot coffee 
which was much appreciated, but then 
unfortunately for our scheduled game 
with the Gyros at Kelowna, set for 
the next evening, most of our players 
went to' the dance being given in the 
Aquatic Pavilion by the Elks. A rriore 
beautiful illustration of just exactly 
what effect late hours the night be­
fore will have on basketball shooting 
could not have been given even if spec­
ially ordered. A very good game was 
the result, however, but while our team 
worked like Trojans their shooting 
lacked that fine edge which makes the 
difference between a goal and a hard 
luck shot. The Gyros can field a very 
strong team and we hope that the two 
teams will be able to clash agam in the 
near future. Wc th=nk that when they 
do a brand of basketball can be furn­
ished which is quite equal to the aver- 
age game which can be shown between 
Kelowna and a visiting team. The 
teams and scores for this game were 
as follows: .
GYROS: R.f., T. F. McWilliams
(4) ; l.f., C. McLeod (15); c., D. Kerr 
All; r.g.. A. Smith (6); l.g., E. Watt 
(2). Total, 30.
SCOUTS: R.f., E. Williams (4);
l.f., W. Longley (10); c., G. Meikle
(5) ; r.g., L. Cook; l.g., D. Loane (3).
Total, 22. •
We enjoyed our trip to Penticton 
Very much and look forward to meet- 
i ng them again later on in the season.
W HAT IS “LONG PRUNING?”
By B. Hoy, Assistant District 
PlorticuUurist
G.W.VA
What is "Long Pruning?” This 
question is being asked dailj  ̂ by or-
chardists throughout the district. D ur-|„ . „  i-i t .t t-v - • • .
ing the last two or three years much I *̂*“*'P®* the President-of the Dormiuon
has been written on the subject and C9«”niand, for that branch showing the 
__ __  ______ _____________ 1 1 inrm inn tn rru^mhf'rflhin fliirinir the
From information received' Q'din O t 
tawa, it Vvould appear that the Kelow­
na Branch ha^ a Very good.chance of 
securing thc  ̂ Cup presented by Dr.
many growers arc somewhat confused j increase in membership during the
by the meaning of "long pruniqg,” al- ‘wclvc months.
though some of them arc using this I This cup was given last year at thet  s e t t e  arc si  
system all the time. Others think they 
arc using it but in reality arc just more
or_lcs8 neglecting their pruning.
the first few years of growth 
of most of the orchards in the Okaiia-
During
convention at Vancouver and was won 
in the first period by the branch at 
Villc Marie, Quebec, who are entitled 
to hold it for one year.' 
vviv.tiiu- view of this communication, mcm- 
hcadiTd I to bring, in aud
left on t»s many new members as
the tree was cutback to more or legs tiic .year, for
extent. This system was carried on for ‘t would ccrtainlv be a feather m the 
four or five years in most places and P^P •branch to secure the cup on
some have not discontinued this prac- iy*̂®*̂;*̂* service,
ticc yet, although the trees arc twelve j be obtained
to fourteen,, years old. Experimental the Club, from the Steward.
evidence and actual field practice have I , 1 *•„ ' mi 1 _
proved this system undesirable from I , regular general meeting will be 
several standpoints. Some of the un- M»cld oir Saturday next at , 8.30 o c o ^  
desirable features of this practice arc:h^^ Club Rooms and'at 9.30 o c lo^  
l.-^Fruit production is delayed, |?
2.—It is more expensive. Cutting h p  which members arc invited to bring 
back encourages more branches and I fhcir friends, when half a dozen tur-
morc pruning each year. 
3.—C
keys will be distributed to as many 
ontinuous cutting back produc- mcml^rs^
cs a smaller, more compact tree with 
fruit further from the ground owing to I A subscription list has been opened 
the light being shut out. at the Club for cash donations and gifts
4.—A tree is produced which is more in kind, for the purpose of giving 
difficult to thin, pick, spray and prune. Christmas hampers to rcturndd men 
Where “long pruning” is practised and their families who arc in need, 
from the beginning, the same care in This object is so well understood 
getting the scUffold branches without and so liberal is the .response from 
crotches is taken as with our present those who appreciate the true circum- 
system. Branches coming from the stances of these cases, that it is only 
trunk at as near right angles a.s possJ- necessary to add that donations may be 
ble should be' chosen. These should I left with the Steward or sent to the
be well spaced up and down and a-| Secretary, 
round the stem. No two branches 
should come from the same height on 
the trunk, but should be not less than 
six inches , apart—eight or ten inches 
is better than six. Four or five scaffold 
branches arc chosen and one ’ allowed 
to take the lead. The selection- of the
CALIFORNIA TAR TRAPS
Remaina Of Creatures Of The Plds- 
tocene 'Age Are Found In Asphalt
scaffold branches cannot usually be ^erviss, noted astron-
done in, one year, but, as . soon as they bmer and writer on scientific topics
are all selected the pruning is mostly pf popular interest.)
corrective, briefly, that is: Undesirable siparrhiniy California “tar traos” is branches are removed and Only enough ... ^eay^hmg Calittir.nia tar traps is
heading in is done to keep the tree well hke discovenng the lost chapters of 
balanced. By the time the tree is three Livy’s “History of Rome.” If we gain 
to five years old, , depending on its L^o essentially new knowledge, we are
r  i~; readins^h^story
branches is practised. When trees are m the original. But the California 
getting too high or out of bounds or history sweeps us back into the geolog- 
becoming unbalanced by one part out- ages. Its historic monuments are
growing another, and it becomes ne- , , __
Eessary to cut back, these parts are PO«®s and mummified fossils, some of 
headed back to good strong laterals which are perhaps a hundred times 
and never to stubs. more ancient than the Egyptian
When .growing the tree, the aim in Sphinz. Yet it does not carry us be- 
prunmg should be to prune in such a , u j  .. r' i.u <• „4.way that when the load of fruit comes the probable date of the first
it will exert a pull in the desired dir- human being on the earth, 
ection and the spread of the tree, so These tar traps, composed of petro- 
necessary for the letting in of plenty bf ^hose volatile constituents have
sunlight to colour the fruit and to keep ,, , .■ ■ , .the fruiting wood ■vigorous and healthy, flo'^^^^way into the air, lea'Ving
will be sure to come. only “a black, viscous, asphaltic tar.
The chief aim in our bearing orch- are the strange, crowded tombs of 
ards at the present time should be to four-footed animals that liv-
keep our trees well thinned out, espec- , . .  ̂ L .l
ially the tops, so as sunlight can pene- Pleistocene era, when the
trate right through the trees. Trees great ice used to come down from the 
with a good spread, with plenty of mountains and from the north, and,
compact trees. The style of pruning treat only to come back again to, stay
that will give the open tree is the so- other thousands of years.
called “long pruning.” These “seepages and springs of pet-
A very essential pomt to remember . > qubterranean sources’in pruning is that no system of pruning t^om subterranean souses
will build up weak, devitalized trees, have, m the opinion of G. Dallas Han
The only permanent way to build up na, of the California Academy of
weak trees is through the soil niois- sciences, existed since early pleistocene
lure and plant food are the two require- many of them are ■'alive”
The writer will be pleased to demon- to-day, forming slow moving streams 
strate the long system of prunirig to with occasional pools of considerable
P o r r i d g e  O a t s
SO GOOD YOU W ANT IT EVERY MORNING
Every package contains a use­
ful article for kitchen or table 
use.
We have a nice fresh supply just in.
FLOUR FEED  
GASOLINE AND OILS
POULTRY SUPPLIES
HAY AND STRAW
KEIOWNA CROWEir EXCIUIIGE
Wc keep open Saturday nights. 
Free Air Service.
Phone 29 
Free City Dolivery,
in
C h r i s t m a s  G i f t s
W e have just received a large stock of
ORIENTAL CURIOS, 
FANCY GOODS, 
TOYS,, ETC. "
THE VARIETIES. AND PRICES ARE MOST 
a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Your early inspection of our stock is cordially invited.
The Japanese Store
Leon Ave.  ̂^
14-Sc
any growers who may desire it.
RUTLAND
size. The brilliant, mirror-like surface 
of the substance looks strikingly like 
placid ■water, and in this way has 
‘fooled’ the animals of the rejgibn for a 
geological period.” j
The tar traps of Rancho la BreaThere was a large and representa 
tive cr̂ owd at the Presbyterian Church I ijg^ome famouswithin a few years
hundreds of thousands of
last Friday evening, when the Rev. i , • j f jA. MacLurg, of'Kelowna, gave h i s ^he remains of extinct birds and
lantern lecture on Ireland. Mr. J. R. mammals that they contain, presenting 
Beale presided, and after devotional ex- a chapter of evolutionary history as 
erci^s in which Revs. J. A. Dow and Lgjjjj-ĝ jg herbarium, and covering
H. S. Hastings took part, Mr. Mac- .
Lurg proceeded tb give his audience a 
good insight into the steenery of the years 
Emerald Isle, both the country and The imagination of the geologist pic-
people, which, he stated, were much t^res the animals and; birds, attracted
misunderstood. Such places as Dub- , , . , ,  , r
lin, Belfast, Londonderry. . Giant’s deceived by the glint of the ancient
Causeway, the Ljakes of Killarney and sunshine reflected from the smooth
Blarney Castle, J were shown on the surface of the treacherous tar, plung- 
screen and described, while the lectur- seeming-water for a cool
er interspersed his remarks with flash- , ,  ̂  ̂ . «
es of Irish wit and humour which prov- J^^^ '̂ or Expecting to float upon it, only
ed him to be a true son of Erin. Most to find, themselves hopelessly caught,
of the views were beautifuls and by the and slowly sucked down into the black 
time they were through the  ̂audience j
was pretty well acquainted with the . , ,
scenery of Ireland. Hanna says there are other tar
During the evening, Irish songs were depos'ts in California which fnay rival 
rendered by Miss M. R. McClung and .the famous ones of Rancho la BreaÎ CSSrS TT ' nin/4 ' A I*. - . . _
1
BO TTLED  UNDER FEDERAL 
GOVERNM ENT SUPERVISION
O. MacGinnis a d .
Smith, whose singing was much ap- preliistoric traps. One in Kern
preciated. Mr. MacLurg and the vocal- County surprised him by the enormous 
ists were heartily thanked at the close numbers of insects preserved beside, the 
of the lecture, after which refreshments hones of extinct mammals.
rpent.*'^”'**''̂  ^ those that he saw in a hasty
• * • examination were beetles, wonderfully
The Girl Guides are giving ian enter- preserved, the waves of sunl’ght still 
tainment in the Community Hall next breaking into iridescence upon some
can. . h . . . .
on some fancy stunts. A number of tention of entomologists to these de­
folk dances will be given by the Guides posits from which so much may be 
and Brownies, and from what we hear hgarned by comparing the Pleistocene 
the programme will be something out .  ̂ • -,.1.
of the ordinary. Admission-will he by | fauna of the region w th the
birds and mammals.weight, five cents for every 25 lbs. 
Scales will be at the door and there 
will be no getting ahead of them.
Describing his investigation in 
“Science,” he says: " I t  would be well 
to add that the tar is just as effectiveMr.-and Mrs. W. H. Fleming re-,. , . f „ j
turned home on Saturday after their the c.ipture of organ sms to-day as 
visit to the prairie. | it has ever been. In one canyon where
there was a ‘live’ seepage, a small pool 
So far in the scries wc have now won I of tar. not more than a dozen feet ac 
four games to their two. ross, was so thickly bestrewn with a
Lieutenant-Colonel Belson has very species of large water beetle that a
cindly donated to the Troop to be given manufacturer of flypaper would cer- 
as prizes, a compass in case and a most tainly look upon the sight with en-vy. 
excellent electro-plated water bottle. In some places there is, therefore, in all 
The Court of Honour will decide on probability, a pract’cally continuous 
the awarding of these two prizes, and accumulation from at least early Pleis- 
the winners of either of them will be tocenc to the present time.” 
very fortunate indeed. The, Troop is What a treaS^ure of science would be 
very grateful to Colonel Belson for the a tar-embalmed representative of the 
gift of them. | human species, a thousand centuries
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British (Columbia.
STOCKWELL’S LTD.
Phone 324
BEFORE BUYING YOUR 
XMAS GIFT
Visit our stord, we have the 
gift you are looking for.
SILVERWARE, CROCKERY, 
ALUMINUM, E TC , ETC.
Also TOYS for the little ones.
Our usual Guessing Competi­
tion 17th to 24th.
old, displayed in a museum case be*, 
side one of the Pharaohs, mummified 
but yesterday!
WASTED TIM E
A certain host called the-attention of 
his guests to an old clock, a great 
favourite of his.
He told his friends of his great at-
H O N E Y
NATURE'S FIN EST SWEET
Running over 200 colonies this year, 
I had, at the season’s peak, over
1,000,000 BEES
working for YOU. This is a home 
industry it will do you good to 
patronize.
JUST PHONE 438
G. F. P E A R C E Y
Linden Apiaries, Pendozi St.
17-2c
tachment to this ancient timepiece, and 
said, in a voice full of emotion:
“Gentlemen, I have woufad up that 
clock every night for more than forty 
yearsl”
He had evidently made an impres­
sion on his visitors, but one of them, 
who had been examining the clock, 
spoiled the effect by saying dryly: 
“Well, I always did think you vvere 
an idiot 1 That’s an feight-day clock!’'’
■v„.
w m m
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W o ju s t  m u st have them  tor  C hristm as. I t  doesn 't cost 
m uch  fo r a  nice assortim ent and w e owe ou rse lv es 'an d  thq  
ch ild ren  a  little  indulgence; a t  th e  g rea t festival and a t  the  
close of a  busy  season.
For Cakes, Puddings and Mines Msat
 ̂ Need
RAISINS ' g l a c e  CHERRIES
Bulk, accdlCBa. per lb. ....... I254 French, per lb. ;........ ........90c
Sumnaid, accdicss, 16-pz. pkt. 15c CryatalUzcd Pineapple fTA
Sdnmaid. aceded, 16-oz.̂  pkt. 15c perfect rings, per lb. d IJ .* « JvB.cW 30c
^Nc^reelcaucU Pa.,..,. ^ ^  A K p
n U  P ... ca,X5c ^
Wagstaffe's, all new Citron, O- per lb. ...............   ^
, range and Lemon Caps, A BOILED CIDER
mixed, per lb. ......... . Specially for mince meat, O K p
SHELLED NUTS try it; per bottlb ------ weJIL
New, Valencia 3 Cr Al- f f  K p  EXTRACTS, all flavors O K  A
>monds,' per lb. ......2-oz bottle ...................................   O tJ V
, Manchurian Walnuts, SWANSDOWN CAXE
halves, per lb.  ........  V V V  FLOUR, per pkg. .... OcPV
Bordeaux Walnuts, 7 5 C  UK* MIDDLETON'S IRON-
halvcs, per lb.  .......  • IZED W HOLE W HEAT
GROUND ALMONDS FLOUR,
Morton’s genuine sweet fJKg*  per bag ..............  W V v
per lb.  ...... ....... MOLASSES
ALMOND PASTE, West Indies, per tin --------  20c
Downey’s genuine "white Q A /»  New Orleans, per tin 25c & 6Sc 
dove," per lb. ..........  i / V l /  Domolco, per tin, .... 35,c & 85c
AND DAINTY DESSERTS
CLUSTER RAISINS D A TES;
California Is, each ...............v 25c New, in bulk, per lb......  12%c,.
Spanish Is, each .....  40c Dromedary, , per pkg. .............25c
T Airr*T> vTrxz Pitted, delicious, per pkg......3Sc>
_ ,DAYER FIGS - ^ Filled, with nuts and candy,
California, per lb........ . 25c . ■ pgr ib, . __..............  SOc'
Smyrna, per lb....... .......... -  40c q h INESE  GINGER preserved
Nu t s , ^1  new per j a r ....;.:.:......L... 40c and 756
Mixed, five varieties,' per lb. 20c , rkuAwr'trc
Chestnuts, per lb. .......... .... 40c v • ' Cnr
Pecans, per lb. .................... . 50c ^Soft ShSled California K A i ,  California Navels, priced, accord-
Budded Walnuts, lb. O U C  mg to size. ,
CANDY GRAPE FRUIT
iL Arizona, each .................... ...,10cPure sugar hard^mixed, Ib.^Oc piorida, 2 foir ............. . 25c
An assortment of pure y| Av» * ‘ 1
candy, per lb................ W C  CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS
Nut bars, each Sc; per doz. SOc CHRISTMAS CRACKERS 
Asst. Chocolates, per lb. ---60c MISCELLANEOUS
5-lb. boxes asst. Cho- C O  O R  ' ' x __
: colates and creams presents
S-lb. boxes Chocolates; plain bo- Boxed Chocolates, Cigars, Cig- 
xes filled with Per- C O  arettes. Tobacco, all Christmas
rin’s “Newports” I  ty  wrapped.
D on’t  M iss T he  P lace— ̂ /
T H E  G R O C E R Y  O N  T H E  C O R N E R  
in  th e  K eller Block.
H olm es & G ordon,
LIM ITED
F A M IL Y  G R O C E R S  P hone 30
\  I ■ ' ■ “
Xm as Cards
TO SUIT ANY AND EVERY TASTE AND PRICE. 
The largest assortment in Kelowna to choose froin.
Books
All the latest Fiction. Have just received hundreds of re­
cent Copyrights to sell at $1.00 *
. BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ OWN ANNUALS  
SCOUTS CHUMS CHATTERBOX, ETC.
We have a splendid assortment of
FRENCH IVORY, PERFUMES and TOILET
ARTICLES
SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY  
35c Tooth Brush & 35c Tooth Paste
50 cTHE TWO  FOR .....
W. R. TRENCH
17-lc
N a t u r e ’ s  c o m p l e t e  
f o o d  i n  i t s  m o s t
W INTER FEEDING AND
HOUSING FALL LITTERS
!1
Experimental Farms Note).
The fall-farrowed litter must be 
housed and fed under more or less art­
ificial conditions in this climate during 
the winter. The rapidly developing 
pigs demand, mineral matter for the 
. building of bone and muscle, meal and 
other feeds in a relatively concentrate 
form, and .also some form of succulence 
to assist in the norma! functioning of 
the digestive organs.
. There are many mineral feeds avail­
able in both organic and inorganic 
forms and these include charcoal, bone 
meal, tankage, wood ashes, bone black, 
grcHind limestone, earthy matter or 
sods, etc. These may be fed in hop­
pers, or if finely ground, may be added 
to the meal ration at the rate of a few 
pounds per hundreds of meal.
Succulence may be supplied to the 
hogs in the form of roots, or potatoes 
if roots arc not available. The pota­
toes give better results when boiled 
and mixed with meal. The roots may 
be pulped and mixed with the meal ra-
♦  t a n  POIRET t w i l l  is
k  -l-l MED IN BROWN SOUTACHE I ♦
«- TW ENTY YEARS AGO BRAID WORTH THE SCANDAL T h e F in er th e  T ea
I ♦  (From the files of “The Kelown.a I 
e   ̂ Clarion") e-
I e  e> •» 4*« «  4* •» «•«•«•» t  I
Doedmber 8,1904
A Little Story Of A Man’s 
Intrigue tlio  r ich er  th e  0avor«
By Louise Laiigdalc
"S. T. 
erection 
I South."
Elliott is about to begin the 
of a liouisc on Fendozi St.
"J08. Glenn and J. Harvey and two 
I sons came in from Indian Head; Assa., 
by Monday’s boat. Messrs. Glenn and 
Harvey arc interested in the Okanagan | 
Fruit & Land Co., of Kelowna."
"Mr. Grummett will probably move I 
the Benvouiin^ store building to Kel­
owna this winter. He intends using it| 
I as a business block."
.« «i •
"All may have the correct time now, | 
las H. Millie keeps a regulator in his 
shop. This will be a great advantage 
to the; .place ,as, heretofore, every one 
has had his own time. The sawmill 
I will be run on correct time hereafter.” |
"H. W. Raymer’s carpenters-were at 1 
I work Saturday , building neat little 
house for the fire engine. Now that 
the machine is protected from the wda- [ 
tiler, the next thing to do will be to 
dig wells for water supply;. A few I 
hours work may be the means of sav-|
I ing the town a great many dollars."
0
O
4> 4* 4* 4* •» 4* •» 4> 4  4> •» 4* 4> 4* 4> 4> 4>
Leila, wise as to the expediency of 
feeding wpll one’s husband before smit­
ing him with a thunderbolt, had out­
done herself in the matter of supper.
"Lee, you're a cook!" Her husband 
I tilted buck in his chair and regarded his 
wife fondly. ’̂ ''Member how you 
planked those trout I caught in Lone 
Brook?"
"Would you mind very much, dear, 
if I didn’t go with you to Twin Lakes' 
this month?"
“Not—go—to—Twin Lakes? Leila I’'
I The iisc of her full name as well as 
his suspended 6igar and widened eyes 
indicated the depth of, her husband’s 
I dismay. "Why—why—"
"Well, n i  tell you why!" Leila plun 
Igcd into impetuous explanation. "Ev- 
I cry year I've packed the children off 
to mother’s and spent your vacation 
camping with you. And it’s been 
I wonderful, of course—the hikes and
Boao
I s  tk ®  0aii® st; tH o r o t fb r o  I s  fa^lwAy® 
S B i® ro 0 ® U c l r a s  o r d l s b s r y  t o s *  T v r
silence.
The two of theirt were coming out 
Leila' in |icr trim blue suit, mitik iicck 
piece, and snug fitting hat; Oliver, car­
rying their two bags. As they reached 
the verandah steps, Leila hestitated, 
stopped, turned back. Leaning down 
she whispered in the car o)f the nearest 
one of the row of tense spectators: 
"Yes, we’re each married. Y es-to  
each other 1"
In the train, leaning snugly against 
climbs -and camb fires. Only, well, Qiivcr, "Wasn't it funl" she said. "To 
I’d like a change. A quiet bolri —a your having imagination cn-
few summery clothes—and, bc*'̂ '’cnl\r | thing, you funny
day! no meals to gcti Oh, LknoV/ ‘t L i j  Oliver 1 I never would have told
seems silly, but somehow *̂̂*1. I the poor dears and deprived them of 
could get one of the men at the office it was such a
I tp take my place. good chance to show them that the
• * • I A delightfully youthful model for Her, husband was silent a moment. ^
"John Bailey and family, who left the school girl or the young business Then, "Lee, old girl," lie said .soberV- ch« thoucrhtfullv out of the
Ke,o„„a abo„, .„ o  month, .g o  to woman_.a^.cg.^ S  car w inSw  at S C S  " J  grovi:
drive to Oregon, returned on Wednes- Lan, arid the trimming is silk soutache yoars of conforming with *̂ ŷ I and watercourses. "It’s been a great
day. . ,It took. about three weeks to I braid of brown. The three-tiered skirt to spend one vacation as you wish. 11 Oliver ' *But " she went on "if
. 0 .  ------------------------ --  ---------- _,a. Harry Davis to go along. JnatI have heen
........... .. ........... ..... my old^duds and beat it to any to death. Next year"—she turn-
kasha, -with a slightly darker green | you wish I" , _  ̂ | ed to him.
tnake the return trip." (Coriipare this I shows tan bone buttoris down the side.
with swift modern means of transit by I ^ repeats the tan and brown.
' This would also be lovely in greenI motor carl)'
"E. Weddell spent a short time can- 
I vassing the town on Saturday for sub- 
l.scriptions to purchase two more lots 
for the school grounds. He succeeded 
in getting promises of the required a-
ibraid for trimming. Which explains why Leila one sunny. »Next year?" repeated Oliver, hopc- 
August morning floateq serenely into f̂ Hŷ  
the cool breakfast room of the Tongue
Mountain House, Jookmg very yo«nfir sweetly, a "Old duds, camp fires
and attractive in her crisp^tan linen | Welsh rabbit!”
Miss McDonald left last Saturday with her abundant dark hair becoming-
mount. The School Board has been I for Penticton, -where she will spend the lŷ  modishly arranged. I KELOWNA FRUIT AND
fortunate in securing those lots in time, winter months. ^ * ,  The arrival of a chilled and honeyed | VEGETABLE SHIPMENTS
I as others were anxious to buy them,” I , ,  x  . . . . . I D-raoefruit recalled her to her own af-
Mr. Otnes, who has been suflferingj I-r-. 1  -r̂  • -r-. I•  ♦ •  's I fforh sciatica for the past two or three M̂***®* Suddenly she started. That man I Fqj* The Week Ending Dec.. 6tĥ  1924 |
P. B. Willits gathered a large bunch I-weeks, is improving, and able to be uplat the table in the corner! Could itf
of beautiful fragrant roses on Dec. 11 hours each day
from the garden of Dr. Boyce in Kel-' •  ♦ ♦
owna. The roses, which wore on ex . . .  , . . . . ._-ixruu » o* ceiving congratulations on the birth of
hibition in Wilhts Drug Store, were | ^ 3^^ at the Kelowna Hos-
not hof-house productions but grew pital. 
in the open air. How is this for Ok-
lanagan climate? No snow, little frost, ) Mr. and Mrs. Bell Hodgins a’-e also
possibly be? No, of course not. Yet 
what a marked resemblance he bore Fruit'
Mr. and Mrs.-W^^ to Oliver Chamber lain! Mixed Fruit & Vegetables
At that instant, irivoluntarily, she | Vegetables ..................
caught his eye. ■ Ah, it was. Oliver.,
"Is it really you, Leila Nichols—or I 
let me see I ought to recall your mar-
15
and yet nearly Christmas, while in the I I'® 5*'*V^~|rl6d name!" He . smiled down. upon j A . professor in , a provincial univer-
East it is Ihirty below «ro . How they „ , /  , .
must envy US 1" ' ,  * * Leila dimpled, “Call me ‘Lee’ as in looked bronzed and well.
♦ ♦ *  ̂  ̂ days,” she bade him. "But ‘'Hullo!" exclaimed the professor.
In one respect Kelowna cannot boast I sustained Mr. Robinson, who was whatever are you doing here, Oliver “You are the picture of health." 
of excelling the days of 1904, wheri P "% tu n a tt enough to find five of his | chamberlain?’’ I “Yes," said the younger man. “I am
there was an institution inf existence
efforts to revive which within the past
!y from poison.
young calvis and a cow dead, e-vident-- gairied
I room.-
He threw a quick glance around the just back fropi my holiday.
“ It’s a dark secret,” he said. | nearly nine stone,"
‘‘Nonsense!" cried the other. “I  don’t
indifference. To quote: |
‘The* Kelowna Library Association prior. to you.” I ‘‘Uon’t you? Well, here it comes
are getting: in a large number of new ! *. * * I M f  Leila was puzzled, she gave no now'' (as a young woman came in
books from the Old Country, besides Miss May Laing is a t  home onceLign and presently the two of them sight). ‘‘Wait a minute and ril. intro-j
year or two have been met with deadly Lloyd Whiteford, of Okanagan Cen- “Furthermore, I am registered as just
I « f f >%X> am 4 A ««* A aY V _ AM A 4- ' £ a1̂  A I  ̂ A AAX« ̂ 1-̂ A«* A ' '■ ̂ J )̂f Ĉ ÛTSCj I 1̂*
Others that they are_ ordering through I ^  aTserirees^Se drie to°™rrive be- ^realcfiasting across from (one ) dute yom"
local^dealers. The library already con- fore long. They will help to keep things another, while for Leila the holiday 
sists-of over four hundred volumes of lively duririg the winter. took on a promising aspect she had
the best works by the best authors and J 
is practically free to everybody. A de­
posit of one dollar merely is required I 
as security for books borrowed, and a 
yearly membership fee of seventy-five
BLACK MOUNTAIN 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT• • * I no t■foreseen.
W'e are glad to hear that Mrs. Dan Nor did she foresee the simply tre-
Clark, who had a bad fall last week, . , . . . , t, >is getting around again. ’ mendous interest which the other hotel,
« * ♦- guests took in her and Oliver s friend-1 . ,,. J • • Property owners are hereby notified
Archie Clark returned from a hunt- Their coming and goings, t c"' court for the correction of the
Voters’ List, 1925
cents. There are no expenses in con- ing expedition on Sunday, blit reports conversations, their very inter-change above list will be held on Tuesday, ! 
nection with its operation, but all fees P°or luck. of glances furnished an inexhaustible December 16th, 1924, at ^the District j
go towards buying new books. Mr. * * * I supply of fuel for the fires of gossip 10 a.m. until
Bailey, Postmaster. looks after the lib-1 .Cecil Duggan left on Wednesday to I which flamed continuously on the ver-1
rary free of charge and wilt be pleased Nomon, Alta. knitted and] fist correcting ana revsmg
__■;_■ _ .__i__. ' • . . I  • ♦ ♦ ♦to receive as members any who wish Mrs. Fitzpatrick, who had been visi- slandered the hotel’s Mrs. Grundies.
to join. This is an opportunity that J-tjng her mother, Mrs. Duggan, return-j My dear, she certainly wore a wed- 
should be appreciated by all for the ed to her home at Rutland last Thurs- ding ring when she first came- 
winter months, to have practically free *l̂ y* 1 “They are together every minute of
17-lc
J. R; BEALE,
Secretary to the Trustees.
access to the best works of fictiori, 
history or science.”
. * * * . .  T I 1̂̂® day- 
The Misses_ Mary and Hilda Hoff- “What time do you suppose they got man and L. J, Prior have been going "
AUCTION SALE
.Compared to the present production, 
it is' hard to realize that the total ship­
ments of fruit from Kelowna for the
KERR’S AUCTION ROOM 
Pendozi' Street
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20th
to and fro to the Centre for the last l*̂ 1̂ ®̂ night!"
week, repacking some of the "Winfield Caught in a shower while dawdling 
fruit which has fallen down. We have down the one long street of the village
, ^nm grharfSlen^to loL mldit'hls'  ̂ temporary hectic I I will sell without reserve the follow
season of 1904 amounted to only forty-I no doubt been due to the fact that cream parlours, souv- in^goods cattle,
nine carloads, an increase of seven car- water supply kept up till the end of enir stands and Japanese bazaars dur- M
load^over the figure for 1903. Stirl- Snoad^orw i^fidd S u irto  be"shjpe'^d 'rthrS IG N V F^T H ^^  ̂ Holstein, 4 years old, due
mg & Pitcairn were the largest ship- and the season will be over. ‘ OF TH E April 1st.
pers, sending out 300 tons-of apples a- » •  •  TEAPQT, Where every thing except 1 Good Grade Coiv, good milker.
lone. Most of the fruit went to the The ‘‘Talent Tea." which was held T^rTTolri^^^^^^
North-West, but shipments were also | at the close of the regular meeting of sandwich but Oliver ordered Welsh j Overland light delivery, 
sent to England and Australia o l’® Women’s Institute on Thursday, Rabbit and liked it so well he had anr 1 Wee MacGregor Drag Saw.
December 4th, was very successful in LeJi^ shifted to rasp- 1 Gents’ English Saddle, Bridle & Tic.
spite of the inclement weather, A neat , _  Household Goods
, , , , little siim was realized and will be de- t ' 1. lmi h i . x xt. x 1. M Organ in Piano Case (nearly new),
■P*Bs .they should be pulped. |-voted to Institute work. j In the chill small hours of the fol- j Mahogany Victrola with 35 record .
x\ meal ration composed of cqual U  ̂ ^ " ^  were also made for a New lowing morning Leila was awakened 1 Edison Grarnophone with 25 records.
Darts of shorts middlino-e and finDlv I ^ carnival and fair, ,'which_ will cor- 1 Davenport in Damask (new),parts or snorts, miaaiiiicS and hnely take place on New Year s night. There .,  . . • t. *  ̂ j  1 1 Leather Upholstered Arm Chair
ground oats is suitable for pigs of 2j 2̂ will be a concert, a sale Of -work and which at one end her room (new). 1 Writing Desk.
to 3 months of age when supplemeritcd niorc novel features, including opened, at the other, Olivers'. Pre- 2 Tapestry Upholstered Arm ChairsI £ • 1,«*Aa4 AI * I 1 • a a I „  ̂a * 4__  ■  ̂ ^  ^ ̂  9 a m twith about 3 per cent of linseed, oil f ” auction sale of livestock, followed monition stirred within her. I (new), '3 Wicker Chairs,
meal and akfm-milk. A well developed ^ S 'b y  the Tnd'"pf' ih ll ,Sh« rose quickly, put on her rosetted b  upholstered,
pig of that age will corisume about 1 week, so that neighbouring districts ^” 1̂ corduroy dressing gown. -
may note and reserve that night for a Opening the door, she intercepted 
visit to Winfield, v Sally, one of the chambermaids.
* • . “ What is it?” she asked.
The annual Christmas entertainment | “Qh, that poor
pound of this meal mixture and 5 
pounds of milk per day. - Tankage cr 
meat meal may be substituted for the 
milk at the rate of 6 to i? jicr cent of 
the meal ration but seldom gives as 
good results. For older pigs a meal 
mixture composed of ground oats, 2 
parts; shorts, 1 part; middlings, 1 part; 
bran, 1 part; barley, 1 part; and linseed 
oil meal 3 per cent gives good results. 
A variety of meals is usually better than 
a single meal. An equal quantity of 
roots may be added to the meal ration 
after the pigs arc 3 to ^ months of age, 
but carefully avoid overfeeding.
In housing, the main features to keep 
in mind are cleanliness, suitable ventil­
ation and the supplying of a reason­
ably dry sleeping berth. If this berth 
is situated in a shed or draughty build-
Will take place on Friday, Dec. 19th, ’ c ii «<t' i x t tvt-
and is being eagerly looked forward to. , Taken awful. Night
Xht children are working hard to make clerk’s with him and I’m to telephone
it an outstanding success and it is hop-1 for the doctor.’ 
ed that every member of the communi- “Doctor? Nonsense!' 
ty will be present when the curtain]
goes up.
declared
5 Oak Dressers. 1 Oak Chiffonier.
2 Brass Beds, Springs and Mattresses.
3 Enamelled Beds. 2 Sideboards. 
1 Winnipeg Couch. Carpet Squares.
Mr Chambers!’’ I ^ugs, 3 Dining TablesMr. Chambers! 12 “McClary” Steel Ranges.
1 "Moffat” Steel Range.
7 Coaj and Wood Heaters.
1 Cabinet Sewing Machine.
1 ‘‘New Williams” Sewing Machine. 
- , . . . .  , 2 Good Sewing Machines.
I ts  jtist that rabbit. 1 Ladies’ Bicycle (nearly new).
•you get hold of a hot 1 Gents’ Bicycle. 40 Jars Preserves 
ing it should be enclosed. Pigs will do | waterbag and some peppermint—wait, I 250 Books of all kjnds. _
better in a shed than in a dark, damp, I’ll tend to him myself!" S Centre Tables 1n'*Oak.
poorly-ventilated corner of the stable That morning the Rocking Chair) j Kitchen Outfit,
even though the stable is considerably | Fleet convened early. j Large quantity Carpenter Tools and a
warmer. ‘‘Such an unconventional thing to p^rge^q^uantU^
Cramped quarters are to be avoided, do, my dear—so— Sale of Cattle, Autos, etc., at 2.30 p.m., 
as daily exercise' is as desirable as) “Perhaps she is a trained nurse— r~” I Sale of Household Furniture, 7.30 p.m.i 
proper feeding. j this from a weaker sister prone to give j Auctioneer
W. G. DUNSMORE, the benefit of the doubt. U u  of Household Goods bought
Asst. Animal Husbandman.) They were suddenly /hushed intoj and'sold 17-2c
Leila briskly. 
I’ve told him-
estions 
from Knowles
INDES'TRUCTIBLE PEARLS
of Beautiful Tints. Nothing  ̂could I 
be more acceptable as a Christmas] 
Gift. Prices from $4.00 to M2.00.] 
A ll, beautifully boxed.
CANDLES'
in the most cheerful colors to brighrj 
ten up the home;, ‘fwhen winter] 
winds do blow.” Many styles of] 
Candle Sticks in Silver, Brass and] 
Mahogany. Candles,' all shades, two] 
sizes, 75c per pair.
Candle Sticks from $3.23 to $12.00] 
per pair.
FRENCH IVORY
I French Ivory Brushes, Mirrors,] 
I Manicure Pieces, etc. Ask to see] 
our special solid backed Hair Brush-] 
es at $6.00, $7.00 and $7.7i!. Others] 
from $3.00 upward. Ebony Brushes 
I frorri $2.00 upward. Ebony Military] 
[Brushes from $3.50 upward.
W RIST WATCHES
j Wrist'Watches from $10.00 to $60. 
We specialize in Waltham, Elgin 
and Standard Swiss makes. All ab- 
1 soliitcly guaranteed.
Community Plate, 
1847 Roger’s Plate 
and Tudor Plate. 
The most popu- 
].'u* lines made. 
The following will 
give approximate­
ly the difference 
in cost of these 
makes.
Community Tea 
Spoons, .$4.25 per
dozen.
N-s
i6-\/ Rogers’ Tea 
r'-foeilS, $3.75 per 
Yi. dozen,
Tudor Plate Tea 
Spoons, $2.00 per 
Yj dozen.
Cabiiie's and Buffet Sets as low as 
$16.00
All sold at advertised prices.
We arc especially proud of our 
I scilcction of Xmas Gifts this season, 
and believe our store never looked 
so bright and Cheery before. We 
take the greatest pleasure in show­
ing our, wares.
K N O W L E S
TH E JEW ELLER
i
I
M E
'i*
PACK FOUR
t h e  KELOWNA COURIER ANP OKANAGAM QRCHARPI8T
THURSDAY, DECEMBER H, 19Z^
R O F E SSIO N A L  &  T R A D E S
DR. J. W. fl; SHEPHERD
 ̂ DENTIST
Cos. Pendo»i St* & Lawrence Ave.
BURNE
Barrister. SoHcitorA and 
Notaries Public
E. c: Weddell ,(Eatablifihcd 1903) ’ j
k e l o w N a ; B.C:
NORRIS &  McWILLIAWS
BARRISTEiRS, SOLICITORS, 
n o t a r i e s  PUBLIC .. . 
(Succesflors to R. P‘ Kc*'*') 
Rowcllffe Block. Kelowna; B:C.
RITCHIE & SHAW
BARRISTERS, SOUCITORS. „
n o t a r i e s  PUBLIC
Willits Block , Kelowna, 'B.C.
H E R B E R T  V. GRAIG
BARRISTER-AT-LAW^. 
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PU B Llp 
(Late Registrar ' of Titles, Kam- .̂  
; ; .loops),; .
KELOWNA
M R S : A ,  J .  P R IT C H A R D
LLR.AJd., A.R.C.M,
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Corner of R«hter 
Hiurvey Ave. Phone 225-L.5,
the KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor
’Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Gut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may ^be ob- 
tained from R. MinnSf Local Agent
F. W . GROVES
M. Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting, Civil and  ̂Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
SurvovB and Reiiorts on Irrigation Worits Applications (or Water T.icenses
KELOWNA, B.C. ^
ABBOTT &  MgDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND
CIVIL e n g i n e e r s
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
KELOWNA
JOSEPH ROSSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman Barn
’Phone 298
W A R D  &  B A L D O C K
Brickwork Plasterers 
Concrete
PHONE 390 - . BOX 399
TH E CORPORATION OF THE 
CITY OF KELOWNA
Property For Sale Or .Rent
The Municipal Council invites^ appli­
cations to PAirchasc or _rent ^Lot 2, 
Block 13, in Registered Plan 202 (on 
the North side of Lawson Avenue).
The house on this property was er­
ected under the provis’ons of the. Bet­
ter Housing Act” and the purchaser 
of the property would receive the bene­
fit of the low rate of interest (o7o) 
fixed by the Act.
For further particulars apply to 
Alderman Shepherd or the undersigned 
G. H. DUNN, ^
Kelowna, B.C, City Gkrk.
June 11th, 1924. 43-tfc
TENDERS
Tenders will be received by 'the un­
dersigned, up till the 15th day of Dec­
ember, at noon, for 80 cords of green 
cut split pine or fir wood suitable^ for 
■ furnace use; also 40 ricks of 20-ipch 
wood and 20 ricks of 16-inch wood, all 
'' delivered and piled at the Kelowna 
Schools before the, first day of July, 
1925.
N. D. McTAVISH,
: ■ Secretary,
The Kelowna Board of School Trustees
V 16-2c
ianiiot be eliminated by mere ordin­
ary mechanics. You gefc the Bcrviccs 
of a skiilcd clciitrician here at Ihc
dricc you will have to; ^ayJor infer­
ior scrviccii elsewhere. We conn^nc 
our work to this one line and |P.ru i v*wv w ----- -7---,
that rcasOtt arc able to give _you 
efficient results. Wc arc ignition 
and lighting* specialists. ,
* We tarry a full line of ignition 
parts.  ̂ ‘ " ' ' ,, ' ' ■,
Come in and hear the RADIO.
Tlidmson & Cope
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
phone 342
w e use
TUB BEST^ 
iNaneDiENTj 
IN OUR 
BREAD AND 1 
PASYRYL
BUSY H PU SEW iFE  1—Christmas^ 
will soon be here. And your 
thoughts are of preparations to. be 
made in order to g i^  your family 
and friends a real honest to good- 
neiss Christmas. We can relieve you 
of a lot of the chore of Christmas 
preparation if you will  ̂allow us to 
supply your cake, pudding and pies. 
You will have no regreits if you in­
trust these important items to our 
care and experience. We have just 
unpacked a shipment of Christmas 
Candy. Fancy Chocolates in a great 
variety of beautiful Gift_ Boxes and 
•cedar chests. Choice satins in King 
Tut Vases. These are , unuSual and 
represent a number of old Egyptian 
designs. We, have also secured 
more of Rowntree’s Boats filled with 
'their delicious toffee. These were a 
real favourite with the children last 
year, and wes 'expect them to be in 
great demand again.;
Do not forget out Tearoom ser­
vice when you are; shopping.^ You 
-will find rest and, inspiration in the 
cup that cheers. We also serve 
coffee, chocolates, cocoa, Bo'vril, 
Malted Milk, etc. We are now tak­
ing orders for Christmas Cakes and 
other good things. Let us reserve 
whatever you may need.
Yours for a happy Christmas
SutherlaDii’s Bakery
Phone 121
R a d i o !
jAuthorized Agent for the 
DE FOREST CROSLEY 
MACHINES
A line of the best Sets obtainable 
kept in stock.
Estimates and demonstrations glad­
ly given.
For results, sec—
F. • W. SIMMONS
NOTICE
BURNS & CO. 
are opening a
X M AS C L U B
An easy way to provide for 
your big Xmas Dinner.
CLUB OPENS 1st week in 
October; closes on the 23rd of 
December.
Come in and ask about it.
We Are Sure You Will Join.
6-13c
SOUTH EAST KELOWNA 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT
I lit  KtLOWNA COUKICR
AN1>
Okanagan O r c h a r d is t.
Owned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE,
. Circulation. 1,200'
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address, in thc^British Emi^irc 
^2.50 per year. To the United
States and other foreign countries, 
$3.00 per year.
th e  COURIER docs not necessarily 
endorse th6 sentiments,of any con­
tributed article.
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be Icgibily writ^n on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
cf< 'copy is pre erred.
Letters to the editor, will not be ac 
cepted for, publication over a ”om 
dc plume"; the writer’s colrrcct name 
must be appended.
Contributed matter received after 
Wednesday noon vrill not be pub­
lished imtil the following week.
p l e b is c it e  t o  b e
t a k e n  o n  w a r d  sy st e m
(Continued from Page 1)
The Mayor announced that at trie 
next meeting a by-law would be sub­
mitted for. purchase , of the site upon 
which the City Rcservojii' is situated 
and some rock bjiuff iadjoining, front 
Mr. N. D. .McTavish.' Hi; explained 
that originally it bad been arranged 
with Mr. McTavish that the coiisidcra-
tion to be given to, him by the City 
ill cxcbaiigc for the reservoir site would
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
a Court of Correction of the Voters’ 
List for the year 1925 will be held on 
Tuesday, the 16th day of December, 
1924, from 10.00 a.m. until 12 noon 
thereafter, if requisite, at the District
oTfice, 6 ’Crowley Buildirm, Kelowna, 
~ - - »f h<B; C.,’ for the purpose oflicaring and 
determining applications to strike out 
the name of- any person improperly 
placed on .the Voters’ List for the year 
1925, and to add the name of any per­
son improperly omitted therefrom.
HARRY B. EVERARD, 
(■Secretary of. the Trustees. 
4th December, 1924. 16-2c
' ADVERTISING RATES
Classified Advertiscnicnts—iSuch as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading “ Want Ads. 
First insertion, IS cents per^ hue; 
each' additional insertion,_ without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents. Count five words to -line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures cbiints as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/.o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra.
Transient and Contract Adyertisc- 
,*ments—Rates quoted on application.
Legal and Municipal Advertising- 
First insertion; l5 cents pw line, 
' each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
per line.
Contract advertlBers please note
that, to insure insertion in the cur­
rent week’s issue, ^  changes, of 
advertisements must reach this 
office by Monday night. This rule 
is in the miituial interests of patrons 
and publisher, to avoid a congestion
on Wednesday, and Thursday^ and 
consequent night work, ;to
facilitate publication of The Courier 
so as to reach - country customers 
before Saturday.
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Orchard Run
OKANAGAN COUNTY
Eastern newspapers are ag;ain dis­
cussing the possibility of a federal gen­
eral election at an early date, although 
normally the life of Parliament has 
still a considerable period' to run, and it 
may be a propitious-time- to -take - up - a 
matter that should have had attention 
long before now. We refer to the need 
of'bringing the nomenclature .of the 
Yale Electoral District into better a- 
greement with modern conditions.
The interior portion of British Col­
umbia is handicapped by the use of 
absurdly obsolete and indescriptivc 
names for its geographical, judicial and 
political divisions. For instance, the 
Land District in which a large portion 
of the Okanagan is situated, including 
Vernon and Kelowna, is termed the 
“Osoyoos Division of Yale District,” 
although Osoyoos itself is on the in-; 
ternatibnal border and is not even in 
the district called after it, being in the 
"Similkameen! Division of Yale Dis­
trict” and some eighty miles south of 
the southern boundary, of the so-called 
(Dsoyoos District. , -
In legaL n^atters, while the .Kooten­
ay and the Cariboo districts- each 
have their County Court under their 
own territorial name, the Okanagan is 
still within the County of Yale for ju­
dicial purposes. .
Again, the federal Electoral District 
of Yale comprises the provincial rid­
ings of North Okanagan, South Okan­
agan, Similkameen and Grand Forks- 
Greenwood, and does not include the 
provincial riding of Yale. The decayed 
hamlet of that name, once a thriving 
placer mining camp and later the head­
quarters for construction of the Can 
adian Pacific Railway, is separated by 
niany miles of intervening mountains 
from the great district that has to bear 
its name and with which it. has absol 
utely no connection, either physical, 
geographical or climatic.
Any desired change in nomenclature 
will concern both, the provincial and the 
federal governments, but it would pro­
bably hasten action on the part of the 
former if the administration at Ot­
tawa could be indjuced to christen anew 
the Yale constituency in view of the 
redistribution required in any event by 
the 1921 census and with a general el­
ection in the offing. "Member for 
Yale” conveys little or nothing to Eas 
tern ears but “Member for Okanagan” 
would link the representative at once 
with the fruit industry of British Col­
umbia, which the Okanagan Valley has 
done so much to render world-famous 
Pcndfng such time as increase of popu; 
latibn will permit them to have their 
owii federal representatives, our good 
friends and neighbours of the Sipiilka- 
mcen and Boundary will undoubtedly 
be glad to exchange the present ob­
solete district title of Yale for a mod­
ern one which typifies progress and 
development. ' ' ,
“Okanagaii Electoral District”-would 
inevitably be followed by the "County 
of Okariagan” and “Okanagan, Land 
District," and it only nqeds an active
consist either of laying a pipe line to 
some of his land near i the reservoir, 
or of building a road to such land. It 
was now thought advisable to secure 
some of the rock bluff adjoining the 
reservoir, in order to insure a supply 
of rock for street purposes for; a hum- 
b'er of years to come, and Mr., Mc­
Tavish had ajgrccd to accept $500 for 
the whole tract involved, which was 
about the same as the laying of the 
pipe line or construction of the road 
would have cost under the original 
bargain made.
By-Law No. 400, providing for the 
taking, of a plebiscite on the date of 
the coming municipal clcctibn, Jan, 
,15, 1925, as to whether thq ward sys­
tem shall be abolished, was introduced 
and given three readings. No comment 
was made by any members of the 
Council as to the advisability of the 
proposed change,, w'hicli was explained 
by the Mayor as entailing -election 
of the six aldermen by the voters of 
the -whole city instead of two, for -the 
North Ward and four for the South 
Ward, as. at present. He stated that 
the chanjge, if approved, could not copie 
into operation until 1926, as a by-laW 
.would have to be passed to give it 
effect
The question of some remuneration 
for the City Medical Health Officer 
was brought forward by Aid. Shepherd; 
chairman of the Health Committee, 
who. pointed out that Dr. Knox had 
acted in an honorary capacity for a 
nurnber of years and had given a con­
siderable amount of time to the duties, 
especially of late in re;^ard to sariitairy. 
matters. He did not think it was right 
to expect to obtain such services for 
nothing, and he thought it was . time 
that a regular rate of remuneration was 
established for the post. /
Aid. Shepherd’s colleagpues cordially 
agreed with his views and joined in 
expressing appreciation of. the services 
rendered by p r . Knox in the past. As 
the end of the financial year is at 
hand, a resolution was passed grant-, 
ing Dr. Knox an honorarium of $25 
for the month of December while
LADIES BEDROOM SLIPPERS LAIIIES’ EVENING^ CLIPPERS
' .u
One of the most acceptable of all gifts, ^  Sp^M  
Christmas Prices. Kosy Slippers with © 1  Q C  
soft soles in fancy colors, at $1.45 to “
Furtrimmed Slippers with solid leather 
soles; Special, pci^pair ............ ..............
Assorted colored^ Felt Slippers, leather 
soles, wide iittmg; Special, per pair
$ 1 .9 5
$ 2 .2 5
$ 1 .7 5
a t  BIO SAVINGS
Wc have selected a wonderful line of tlie season s
classic and Sl î^ r̂ r niul 
price for this
latest designs, including Cla ric'  L^e  s a i^  
- arc making a very special  g / i  Q K  
Christmas season; a pair .....................
CHILDREN’S and MISSES’ STRAP 
SLIPPERS
This includes fancy brown and black satins, one 
and two strap patent and kid, fapey suedes, y ^ c a  
run as higli as $8.00; • ‘ Q fk
trv'i'UA SPECIAL, a  pair
rlFTS FO R T H E  H O M E ’V.
Patent or kid one strap "Classic” at spcciaP priccs-
Sizes, 1 to 4   ........$1.75
Sizes 5 to 7j^ ....... $2.00
8 to 10J4 ............ $2.25
Sizes 11 to 2 ....;...... $2.50 >
SALE OF a l l  w o o l  WHITE AND 
WHITE OR COLORED POINT BLANKET
BED COMFORTERS, TABLE LINEN apd 
W HITE QUILTS 
Priced within the reach of alb
60
at
X 84 White Quilts, assorted patterns, (PO  7 5
t ..................—..................................... —• ___*
72 X 90 White Quilts, floral patterns, 
at $ 3 .9 5
An assortment of Art Sateen covered <|5J{ C jjj 
Comforters selling at ......................... *
GIFTS FOR MEN
$10.00 all wool English mfy. Blankets;
On Sale at ...... ...............
$11.50 all wool Blankets with silk bind-- g Q , 7 5
ing; On Sale at ..... ............................. -
$16.50 .Point Blankets; on Sale
clt .............. ...........V**"....................
11-4 aiad. 12-4 lovely Marseilles Quilts;
at .........................................— $7*50 and
$7.50 fancy bordered Bed Comforters;
at ............... ...................................... I.........
$8.75 fancy bordered Bed Comforters;
$6̂ 50 fanfcy Sat̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  Comforters
Jit .................... ....................................
■,,'-GRbCERY
$ 1 4 .7 5  
$ 9 .5 0  
$ 6 .7 5  
$ 7 .7 5
m
acting as Health QfficerTlan^ a rec'orn- 
mendation was placed on the minutes 
to the effect that the incoming Coun-i 
cil arrange to continue a regular rate 
of remuneration for the duties of the 
post. ; •,  ̂;
The Mayor stated that a t last an 
understanding had been arrived at be­
tween the old City Band and those 
who proposed to reorganize the band 
under the ; manageirient of the local 
lodge of Elks. It had been brought 
out that the City owned most of the 
instruments, but a few articles of 
equipment belonged to the City Band, 
an d , these the band had agreed to 
turn over to the City, together with 
such instruments as were not privately 
owned, for a consideration of $100, 
the City to hold the instruments, etc. 
until such time as a new band organi­
zation shall have been formed, when 
the instruments will be issued upon
execution ot a bond andnguarantee~to
return them when called upon.
A resolution was then passed to the 
effect that a grant of $100 be given 
to the Kelowna City Band, in lieu of 
which all musical instruments, stands 
and music, shall be turned over to the 
City.
The City Clerk was given authority 
to purchase some filing cabinets and 
necessary stationery, and the Council 
thereafter adjourned until Monday, 
December 22nd. I .
FANCY BOXES
300 Christmas Gift 
Tics in the new pat-' 
terns, e_very t i e
Sacked in a fancy ox; Special 95c 
Men’s imported Ties 
in a wide range of ' 
colors, each tic in a ' ’ 
fancy gift box; .
Special ........... $1.25
Fancy imported real 
.Silk Scarves for nien. 
This makes an ideal 
gift, in fancy boxes.
Special ..........: $2.75
Genuine Irish Linin 
Handkerchiefs, direct 
from Ireland, each 
one in a fancy box;
25c and 50c 
Men’s Garters and 
Arm Bands. An ideal
gift for him. 9 5 c
Special ........
Buy him a pair of 
genuine Silk Hose, 
a,ssorted colors, ■
9Sc and $1.50 
•Dent’s Gloves for 
gifts are always ac­
ceptable. English tan 
cape and mocha 
gloves; Special
$1.95 to $2.50
DEPARTM ENT 
With Free Delivery 
New fresh stock tor 
the Christmas ' scu- 
son.
Best quality mixed 
p e e l s , ' l b .  .. 40c 
; Lemon and orange 
peel, per lb. .... 30c 
Quality icing sugar, 
"2 lbs. .for, .1...... 2Sc
New crop fancy shel­
led ,Alihonds;
per lb..... . 50c
.Fancy shelled Wal­
nuts, : per lb. 50c
Christmas Candy, ̂
■ per lb......... . 25fe
* Fancy Glace Crystal 
Cherries. ;
Cluster Raisins in 
• • fancy boxes, 25c 
Imported ’Oranges 
for the season; 
per doz., 40c & -75c 
Fancy Dates, Ground 
Almonds, Table Figs 
Almond Paste and 
Ginger.
Fresh Lettuce, Cauli­
flower, Brussels 
Sprouts, Celery and 
a full line of local 
. vegetables.
GENTS’  BEDROOM SLIPPERS GIFTS FOR BOYS’
gift that is always appreciated. Men’s felt fl*"! pT A  
Slippers, eomfort soU;_ S p s£ a l^ _ ..-™
Boys’ genuine Fox Serge Suits;
Brown kid Slippers, quilted insole and 
comfort sole at
Brown kid Romeos, elastic sides, flexible $ 3 .5 0
$ 1 2 .5 0
Boys’ English mfg. Suits with knicker A R
pantis,-with 2 pairs of pants; priced from
Special priced .................  $8.50 and
soles. The ever popular house shoe ....
Wonderful range of Gifts for jnen at 
FUMERTON’S LOWER PRICES
Boys’ Mackinaw (Toats, just like dadsl $ ^  7 5
from     —- ......... .......... . .
Boys’ Sweaters in V shaped or roll collar, rTC
■ Priced at $1.00 up to ®
Wonderful Goat, Suit and Dress Values in tills Gliristinas Sale
BUY YOUR W INTER OUTFIT AT JUST 
ABOUT FACTORY PRICES
Real dressy ^^^inter. Coats .............. — ..... . $14.75 up
Lovely Suits of Poiret Twill and fancy $ 2 5 .0 0
Tweeds selling at ............... ............... .
Smart Dresses in French Botany, Tricotine, Silks and 
Flannels in Misses’ and Women’s sizes* Many of 
these just chme to ’ hand for this Christmas ,Sal(^ 
Priced from $8.95 to $27.50. ...
New Wool Skating Sweaters Avith scarf to match 
in brushed wool; C A
Special Christmas price ............ ............- ^  • • V V
T .  F .  F U M E R T O N  &  C o
^  _:__________I ■ ' ■ ' I....
LEONID KRASSIN 
New Soviet Ambaissador to France, 
was given a great ovation upon, his 
arrival in Paris.
campaign to bring about the dcsjrcd 
change. We commend the subject to 
the attention of the Kelowna Board of 
Trade, which seems to be suffering at 
present from a lack of initiative and 
would benefit in vitality by taking up a 
new objective.
NEW GOVERNMENT OPENS PARLIAMENT FOR FIRST SESSION 
That Canadians arc taking a very prominent part in the world affairs in other countries than their <wn is 
■A 1 nf Tanidians bv birth, or residence and association, who took part in the recent British
H e S s ^ ^ a n ^  thL num^ber of^succlsful CO The above layout shows the British ,Houses of P a r l ^  arid
,threc well known Canadians, who are members of the new Parliament. From left to right: Col. Hamilton Gault, 
^Col. Grant Morden and Sir Hamar Greenwood.
POLICE REPORT FOR
MONTH OF NOVEMBER
Thefts of Property
Value of property reported *
stolen ......... —.....—........$137.50
Value of property recovered Nil
Police Court Cases , 
-There were no cases in the City 
Police Court during the month of Nov­
ember.
. Collections
Trade Licence money collected
and paid'-to the City Clerk.... $40.00
Poll Tax money' collected........ 5.00
Road Tax money collected........' 2.00
Total collections .....1........ $47.00
Waterborne shipments of manufac­
tured lumber from this province dur­
ing the nine months of this year end­
ing Sept. 30th totalled 372,572,000 board 
feet aS against 347,951,000 hoard feet 
for the corresponding period of 1923. 
The chief increaisc was in shipments to 
the Atlantic seaboard.
t e n d e r s
Tenders will be received for the sup­
ply of drugs,- groceries, meat and coal 
to the Kelowna. Hospital from January 
1st to December . 31st,, 1925. Tenders 
to be in the hands of the Secretary by 
December 27th. Lowest or any tender 
not necessarily accepted. For specifi­
cations and, information phone Sccrc-
G. R. BINGER,
17-2c Secretary.
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
Pound Notice
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that
1 sorel gelding, branded on right
shoulder; 1 pinto mare, no brand; .1 
bay gelding, four years old, two hind 
feet white,- no brand; 1 bay mare,
branded on right shoulder; 1
black marc, shoes on front, no brand; 
1 hay gelding, branded T on left shoul­
der and 1 bay gelding, no brand, white 
strip on face, two hind feet white, were 
impounded in the -Pound kept by the
undersigned on the 29th day of Novem­
ber, 1924, on the S. E. J4* Section 23,
Township 26. .
A. W . DALGLEISH, 
16-2c . Pourtdkccpcr.
■ i '
&
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Want Alis.
pjrat insertion: 15 cento per line;
each additional inscrilon. 10 cento 
Uiie. Minimum charge , perper
' week, 30 c^nto» ,, , ' 'I
' In estimating the cost of on 'adver-r'
tisement, subject td the ' t • i ' y-r  ̂ tCharge as stated above, each mitlal, Munros p^-Christnias sale now in 
abbreviation or groufll of figprea npt full 
exceeding five; Counts,'as one 
and five words count as one'
Announcements
l‘‘iftccn cents per line, each inser­
tion; minimum chatge, 30 cents. 
Count tivc:words |to iinei -Each 
Initial and gi'bUp of not more 
than five Tigures epuntd as '  ̂
■ ;word. ' .  r, ^
Local and Personal
The fortunate winners at the sale of I slides. The lecture was much enjoyed 
hidden gifts held at Mr, W. Pettigrew’s ‘b it being evident |
the Coast.
Mr. R. E. Berry, of Vcrnoil, was a 
visitor here on Tuesday.
If so desired, advertisers may haVo
... - . . , , , Mr, W, H. Smith, of Vernon, spent
^rcs o ll-awing. ^Everything' in /the.; -
c ^ord, piarjt^d at reduced prices, including;Ml ,99
Mrs. S. J. Weatherly
replies addressed to a box number., 
care of The Courier, and forwarded |
,to their private address, or delivered 
on call at office. For this service; Add 
(10 cento to cover postage or tiling.
' ■ -f I . ; ..■
FOR 8ALE-^Miscellancoua
YE BEAUTY SHOPPE 
, Tryphena B. Browne
LatncB’ Haifdressitig 
Marcelling — Cutting — .Shampoos 
, Facials and Scalp TrcMmcnts..
‘ For appointments ' Phone 198.
. ,, , o i , f. I that the lecturer was well versed injewellery store on Saturday ufRrnooii j^re, much of which he could
were: $40 diamond ring, Mrs. T. not touch upon owing to the limited 
Mr. Norman Day left on Friday for I Greening; silver tt̂ a set and tray, Mrs. tinie plactM at his  ̂ .
J. Patterson; wrist w at^,' Mrs. C. ^V, . , r,M , „ meeting of the Parent-Icuchcr Assoc-Burtch. Ihe sale was a success, all imid .jj which some routine
the packages being sold \yitliin ten work was gone through, and at which it 
minutes. I was reported that two hundred of the
I school children are now taking milk 
Through an error in the copy handed | during the inorning', recess 
in for publication, the price paid to the 
clients of Okanagan Packers, Ltd., for
Bartlett, Flemish Beauty and Bous8ock.|^^^ T c lin io w  Loss May Be
pears o f ‘'C grade was shown in their I Converted Into Proifit
.gdvcrtisemcnt, published in last vveek̂ s 
issue, tis 64c per box, whereas the cor»
and sons re 
turned from the Coast on Friday.
DOES YOUR POULTiRY PAY?
Mr. K. Maclarcn returned from a 
[trip to Eastern Canada on Friday.
Mr. G. G. Bcnmorc, of Summcrlarid, 
17-lc|was a visitor here on Monday and
Don’t fdrgct Knowles' 19th Annual j
“Take the poultry money out of a 
rect price should have been stated us j farm community, and the country town [ 
$1.64 per box. I merchants wolild" wonder what had
•Miss E. J. Wilson, daughter of Mr. to their business."
and, Mrs. A. Wilson, writes her parents This is one of the many strikingJFOR SALE;—-Ford Sedan^ in ^ o d  h ^ ^  Guessing Competition, Satur-| Mr Grotc Stirlinir M
condition. J. J. Ladd Garage. I7‘3c| December l3tli, Absolutclv frce.l - ’ . .. . , ,  „na uu>.w »...v, . „  . . . . . .  . . i
Ires, tubes and! , ^  9 « > ' t h i r d  highest in the
M.P., left y e s t e r - s h e ,  has had official advice that
it'OR SALE—5 cord tires, tubes and 
rlmB and 4 wheels, good aS'new, .off 
’.Dodge roadster; run only 3,000 miles. 
iPlO; Box 205A, Penticton. 17-2c
. The Caiiadiair Pacific Railway Com- 
pahy’s ' Telegraph announces a special
I other southern points. entire Dominion of all the lady candi- thc Bank of Montreal for free distri-
ir , _ .
ow rate of ninety cents for ten words I here on Thursday’ to jbin Mr. Gccnjcxaminati'ons held in ' 
il to United Kingdom poî ^̂ ^̂  ̂ hnd $US j  gt^ying at the Lakeview, , Shfc obtained the high 
ten wofds W A^^ tage of 96.7 in the st
Mrs. W. Gecn and children arrived dates who entered the Civil Service j
YOUNG PIGS tor sale, cro^s^from 
;.,'purc-brcds. H. R. Sands, .
r:j;̂ 7-Ri; Ellison. ! I7>lc| Christmas
l i ti  l  i  Calgary this fall. The facts put forward in this book­let, illustrated by scores ' of actual
and New Year’ greeting 
mesisages. For further particulars cn-
t  c
average, pcrccn-1 . . . .. , >photographs, indicate that in many
Mr. and Mrs. E. Tucker and family qualification.
subjects necessary
■ V • ' I • ........  « I ' ' I jru i nui; Hrii i u i , - - ^  « «« r\* x i
- CHRISTMAS TREES —. For nice quire at the City Telegraph Office, arrived from Campbell River yester- , , „  ;
' GhriMmis trees, 50c, 75c and $L00. xhomson Block, Bernard Avenue or day and arc staying at the Lakeview. j Alfred Hughes, who 
'Phone A. Ramsay, 91-R3. 17-2p | ’phone 104. 17-2c  ̂ • past had been living in
FOR SALE—In order to, make room, 
I am offering,,this week ®elect
"White Leghorn and White
*. ♦, • ....
For The Beat^ 
G6 To AlBgard"e.„V*
yearling'hens,' Wed' from Holman’s Transfer.laying strams, backed ̂ by years of ewe-1254^
eases the same amount of effort on the 
part of those who keep poultry could 
for sometime I be made to produce much more money
, - r —  t; -  ------ „ -- Wopdlawn and I than is now, being produced. Also by
His .many friends will, be glad to hear j whose peculiar 'manners and actions j actual demonstration, the booklet shows | 
45-tfcl*^'^* Mr. C- S. Campbell, of Okanagan a source of considerable an-1 that a .flock of poultry may be produc-
,,i I Mission, is now recovered frpm his re-1 ,(qyjjucc to many people, was certified I ing little beyond the cost of upkeep, |
phone 72 or j in d i s p o s i t io n .   ̂ las of unsound mind by two local phy-lor be an actual loss.
. Mrs. J. B. Collycr left on Saturday ^icians oh Tuesday and committed by j The booklet brings to mind the many I 
" .. j4jĵ  Stipendiary Magistrqte E. WeddclL to j wclcome dollars which farmers’ .wives
the Provincial Hospiital for the InSanc. earn for household expenses and little 
He was taken by car as far as Kam-j family luxuries by'means of their poul- 
loops yesterday by Provincial Consta- I try. t It gives information as to the cii-
Apph^^Anthony Casorso, Kelowna, nineteenth annual watch-pes-1ble Pentecost
,C. Phone 293-L2. ______  *^"^9 ^naLTurkev Shoot on';De<S.,,18tb,;Mar-1 'will take place at Mr. J.
FOR SALE—One 
igcntlc. Phone 290
team voung mules, .t'hg W a.W. shWp. Proceeds of'Shopt I B. Knowles’ store next Saturday after- . 
'-L3. Ko^ylowards' the building of the I noon. It will commence at 9 a.m. and h-‘P_ ,®
An effort is to tje made by local dis- 
Isaac Walton to cut out a
ormolis amount of investigation into 
successful poultry hitthods by poultry] 
experts and Experimental Farms all 1 
over this continent—information which_______  Penask Lake trail. Committee: F. Cas- ^  in ^  I trail to Penask Lake, in the Nicola, I
FO R  SALE—ReMstcred b r^ d  sows wso, W. Harvey, P- V near the headwaters of Bear Creek,' ® ^ ^
bacon type. Apply. Gf C. Harvej._^. | HMdane^and^A..^ Lakeview are: I but the route this trail will take has
'GLENMORE R-ANCH HAY i o ^  Branch B.G.F.G^A., Friday, Dec. 12th, IApply, S. Pearspn; Phone 392-R5. ------------- Fisheries,, as the trail will be used to
try keeping can be made an important 
and profitable branch of farm business, | 
even when parried out on a modest | 
scale.
For the guidance of farmers and] 
their wives '̂ the finding of. -the cx-| 
perts has been put into plain language] 
in this book, together , with photo- 1
«GUNS bought and sold. Spurrier’s.-
13-tfc
IVOOD, Wood, Wood—R a m s a y | 
' spells quality, quantity and service. 
A; Ramsay, Phone 91-R3. 17-tfc. |
graphs of every phase of the subject. 
The charge laid against a man'named I showing WhM is right and, what is ] 
Charles Hill, of being concerned i n |’WfO”S* ’ r
A farm census in the United States I
WOOD FOR- SALE—Dry pine .and 
fir. K. Iwashita, Phone 112, Kelow-
jg^lfglat 8 p.m. Mr. Fi R.. E. DeHart will ad-1 [secure Kamloops trout spawn for stoo­
l s  dress the meeting. 17-lp “Christmas Carol’ will given m the ^  ̂ this watershed
: ■• • •  Empress Theatre on Friday, December
^^Munro’s Boys’ Store is haying a pre- 2 6 th, in, the afternoon and evening, for
If you are going to buy the boy a suit tickets will shortly be on sale.
or a pair of boots, you can save by at- i.»f*|the recent burglary at Mr. R; Hal­
tending this sale. ^  17-lc W.^ McGibbon and Betty -room, was withdra-wn oh I recently showed that in a single year
V. . * c *1 • u* • careful investigation of chickens and eggs sold by the farmersDancing every Saturday night in the McGibbon, who, together with TSlr. ^ a e  u ii yesugaiion oi r  <ti n̂ R nnn nnn nr
Elks’ Hall. Music by the Len Davis y Robison formerly of Kelowna and ® I* was ascertamed there brought $1,048,000^000, or 39/o
13-tfc All-Star Trio. '̂t^® c'ir«n« Arm ho ontoron *nVn Q ro I that he was seen at Summerland on of the total value of all live, stock pro-
•FRESH COWS and heifers for sale * lL *<̂1; • * • 4 +0̂1 ronin hnciHpcc in tWp *'Tprminal the afternoon of the day bn which the ducts. This illustrates what is being
: Wynne Price, Vernon Road. 9-tfc yoJ^|15urday candy"socials. ̂  ^Ts^-tfe City. committed, and the China- constantly-improving me-
W O o n  FOR SALE drv pine abd fin I * . ♦ ♦ I man who saw the supposed burglar thods of poultry-keeping. An experi-
■ 'H. A. Willis. Okanagan Mission, j -Dr. Mathison, dentist. Willits’ Block, Mrs. G. A. Barrett and Mrs. M. "Far-j leaving the roof of the pool-room stat-J *hc*it at the , Experimental Farm at 
phone 294-L6. 42-tfc j telephone 89.  ̂ ^  ^  f I ney were the two prize winners in the led positively that Hill in no way r e - j Guelph, Ont., so the booklet states,
Flan to meet contest arranged by the - Kelowna sembled the man he had seen. showed that one method of feeding
your friends at [ Steam Laundry. They. - each won $5 „!.• ' j ' u V rr i poultry produced a handsome profit,
CHAPIN’S 20-tfc for contributing the best essay for and L , - V  Kelowna
XT A TT u  * * • -11 • f * against the sending of family wash to the IsL to i t  ^ ill be seemvtherefore, how import-
Mr. A. E. Homewood will in future ,__,j_„ I the 6th Dec., were as follows: to Win-[^nt it is for poultry keepers to know
ma.
FOR BARGAINS in furniture, ranges, 
linoleum, beds, etc;, call and inspect [ 
the large variety at Jones & Tempest.
. 4-tfc
K O  SHOOTING or hunting ̂ notices, [ pgj.j.y qjj ŷ jg business of Upholstery I the laundry.
’ S printed on heavy cara^ On sale at Furniture Repairs on Glen'wood t,, , u- u v- a a y- i t .u j  < trjThe Courier Office, Courier BJockJ ^  g„j trusts to receive the com The dance which the K.A.A.C. were [Jonathan and Grimes, Golden; to Ed-
W ater St. ued patronage of his formey clients.
1.6-2p I been postponed as it Has not been I St. John, for export to the United L^bat to do to produce profit from poul-
(|;j j r j §'PMAS TURKEYS. Uplandi secure an orchestra I Kingdom, 2 cars of Newtown and 1 try—-the breeds to keep, the way to
5ri tVd'^.oiT;hW'baVd, • .’salc’ at I "' rWlnre^R^im^^^ '..'(lle WooSl. , . . , ... I?**®®’  ̂ car. oL Jonath^ apd 1 car_of exactly what they are doing, and why.
-RlnrV I . . c ntin-  After all, it is profit, and profit only,
ey; ^ | to have given on Neiv Year’s Eve has monton, 1 car of Wagener; to West that counts. This booklet telis just
TO RENT
'bry  RrtOM HOUSE—modern Ethel I 9y George Day. Those wanting U®̂  that date. This social event will j car of mixed apples; to "Vancouver, for them, the method of culling, the
^  furnace fireplace arid garage, al- on<? of these • fine -fat_birds delivered probably be held on Jan. 9th and will shipment to the United Kingdom via feed to give, the manner of preventing. 
-most”’acre of mixed fruit, for rent Dec- should order at once. Phone 337, Mr^ be advertised soon. the Panama Canal, t  car of Newtown, diseases and destroying parasites, howiStK Annlv. r .  A. Wilson. Eth- E- A. Day. ■ 10-Jol . I , ,  , .. . ,1 .
i r a : ■
(wkPiM ' ''■'*'
•ember- iSth. Apply, C. A. Wilson, Eth- 
telS t. •• • l7-4p| At the regular meeting of the Jack for domestic consumption, 1 car of tp test eggs and market them -in  fact, ]_________  Guess on Knowles’ watch Saturday. [ y /-banter I O D E held  ̂ âr.-pf mixed apples, everything, essential that a poultry-
'r ENT THE ELKS’ HALL for dan-[The one guessing Jhe_ nearest to the Mr. F.'Lefeaux, chief clerk at Van-M^^eP^^^hould know, putTn languag
m1
I JCIJC* lUr u«m- i  U4: uiic #iic vu - /n r  t r^‘ it. -ai. 't*
ceS, socials, public meetings.• etc., at number of,.hours, minutes and seconds the home of Mrs. J. Galbraith on Tues- _ — 1 g ^  pictures that anybody can under-
■prices to suit the occtsion. Apply to |th a t the watch runs wins the same.[day afternoon, a very interesting ac-[ couver for the Cunard Steamship Com-[ ^”“ pictures inat anyooay can unac
H . F. Chapin, Sec., B.E.O.E.
irices to suit the occtsiom Apply  ̂ , d - e • u  vt ■
16-tfc [ Second nearest, $5.00 in gold. ^^No| count of the many activities in which [ pany, the Anchor Line and the Anchor
TO , RENT-tModern bungalow, close * ♦ ♦ '  she is engaged was given by Miss M. porialdson Line, paid the city a visit
in, immediate possession. Phone 242. . KELOWNA SCOTTISH SOCIE- R-McClung, P.H.N, this week, staying here on Tuesday and
13-tf<! TY. A general meeting and, social will . ■ , . , , ' Wednesday on his way from Vernon td
— ---- be Held in the Scottish Hall, Dec. 17th, --------  — -r -n  -r .t-„i
stand.
;.The booklet is of the same practical! 
character as the one issued by the 
Bank last year on “The Cow, the]
F O R  R F N T __8 room house modern I 0'’““ *“ *1““ ’ I Renticton. He reports that .owing to I Prosperity, many thous-I
; S p.m._ Members only. Inyiortant [ present winter occurred yesterday mor-[ Wembley Exhibition ®"̂ ® distributed in all
, 1  mm mm mmX mm ■ 'mm / # mm .. mm >1 A mm mm ... I ^ ^ I. Bernard Ave., East. .Inspect same, business. E. R. Deans, Secy. Treas. ‘riiake your own terms. Gi A. Fisher. ' -- -
11-tfc, .  ♦ *
" ‘f*- wHl be continwd n « ,  year very large » ' Canada. The Bank’s interest
in a -few  hours, but it has since been ,„ns-At1antic traffic is expected next i"  welfare of the farming
mm . 1 .. m»̂ mm mm ■ w v«• a Al.% mm mm ymm m mm I ' I---— —- - ---— - — —- ---I •/ /____________ _ 1— _ — IFOR RENT—Two suites of rooms. [ pM ember _19th, 8 to L0.30 jineltrng fap^y.^w ith the usual P^i'H ggasdn and the steamship companies he ^°nimunity js  now further shown by
'Aoolv to 313 Doyle Ave. 12-tfc ,P*n>M Girl Guide Christmas Party, verseness of the Okanagan climate, and ' ' ---------- --x -x l- . xi._
I Candy stall. Novdties. E^ibition of[jt looks as though if will disappear al- 
' country dancing..‘Rutland Community L 
Hall., , t 17-lcWANTED TO RENT
W ANTED TO RENT—Ten or^fiftecn[ . The Okanagan Mission Gun Club I .'Ehe Kelowna Choral Society will]
represents intend to place seven ad- U^f arrangernent it has made for the 
ditiorial passenger boats on the serr of a. special Canadian edition
vice from Montreal to Liverpool. [of this poultry booklet, which was bri-
ginally prepared by the Agricultural 
Extension Department of the Interna- | 
Harvester Company. Copiesacres good tomato land. Owners will hold a turkey shoot on January 1st resume its rehearsals on Monday at ABORIGINAL LORE,•whose products have to be sold through at Mallam’s Ranch, commencing at 10 the Anglican Parish Hall, Sutherland ARTS AND CRAFTS . i. • j / ■£ u r
'the Co-operatjye^will not be c o n s i d e r - F i x e d  and moving, targets; also ^ve. After the rehearsal a short busi- - — — may be obtained free of cha^e from
* ..V -V I the local branch of the Bank'bf Mon­
treal.
■ed. Apply P.O. Box 327.
A .<«IAVJ> lAAV/VA-
l6-3p[ clay pigeon shooting. 17-3p fContinued from page 1)ness meeting will be held to discuss
"rhis year we arc giving a_large Balyr | the future activities of the Society. A | being fully posted as to their meaning. I
W ANTED—•Miscellaneous^— :..[Doll in our annual Doll Contests lt[cordial welcome w'ill be given to any [lt was evident, however, that ihev had
W A N T E D —10 or IS acres of bearing looks just like a real cuddly baby. A ^^j^bers. [ been placed at certain points, mostly
. mr . i j  ■“ J ____^__motion nicture machine will be civen •orchard. Most have good <»mmcrcial e™'?
varieties. Reasonable V ice.. State full| P"*'- SPURRIER S
particulars. No. 509, Courier. l7-lc *
Dentist (showing visitor round his
under overhanging rocks, in order to j surgery): “The teeth in this display
Mr A A Hall returned on Friday [ import ant  events and cabinetwereall takenfrom famouslit-
from Morris Sask where he =nent erary men.’’iro  morns, oasK., nere ne spcni / triK̂ ĉ rlpmrfprl: Thn nnmfl
WANTED—Man’ with $1,000 capital 
to work mixed farm on shares, Ke­
lowna district. Write No. 511, Courier.
' ' 17-lp
FREE XMAS GIFT. We are giving the summer. He reports greatly im- used was composed of odhres of var-men Of the-tribes depicted. The pairit -Extracts from' famous
STRAYED
STRAYED—On my preirtises on June 
1st, 1924, one 2-year-old white faced 
Eeifcr, both cars cropped, no visible 
' brand. I f . not claimed within thirty 
-days will be sold to defray expenses. 
C. E. Lewis, at K.L.O. bridge. 17-lp
HELP WANTED
HOUSEKEEPER wanted at Kelowna 
Hospital. For particulars apply Mrs. 
Wilmot, matron. IS-tfc
SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERIENCED orchardist ^yishes 
to lease small orchard with option of 
purchase. Reply, N o .’510, Courier.
17-lc
 ̂WOMAN wants work by the day, cx 
ccllcnt references. Phone 170rL2.
. , ■ ■ ■. 17-lc
a ticket entitling holder to a year’s [ proved conditions on the prairies, sta-1 ious shades and red clay, both of which'[ authors, so to-speak.’
*̂̂99 *°j^^'ct>TrD^TT7o'c^K'ug that the farmers, in general, had P^ixedAvith grease. The red clayeach book purchased. SPURRIER S. L , , . ■ ' ...... -i-.—•—j  — i— 1.„ .u„j 7_2c bad a good year and everyone was op-
The Hoop Attraction of the year- 
Two fast quintettes from Vancouver
Rowing Club perform here Monday,
17-2cDecember 29th.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Donald Jack 
Burks, dearly loved son of Mr. and 
Mrs. S. E. Burks, who died September 
18th,; 1924.
,Oft in our dreams your dear face we see. 
Your loving voice we hear, 
■Whispering, "Dear ones, I am not far, 
I am always near.’’
Inserted by Grandpa and Grandma, 
Mr. and Mrs. D. McMillan.  ̂ 17-lp
BIRTH
BORN.—At Kelowna General Hos­
pital on December 4th, to Mr. and Mrs. 
VV. R. Hercron, a daughter. 17-lp
LOST AND FOUND
LOST—Indian gauntlet forJeft hand, 
on Pendozi St. J .  V. L. Lyell, Box 
625. 17-lp
SUBSCRIBE TO TH E COURIER
NO SHOOTING
ALLOWED  
' ON .
FINTHY ESTATE
7 ! ll-7c
was obtained on the banks of the Ttila- 
meen river and the name “Tulameen” | 
timistic. He wiff spend the winter at was simply Siwash for red paint
AT VICTORIA, B.
his ranch on the Vernon road. With special reference to the Okaria- 
, .iSan Indians, who, Mr. Logie. stated, 
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Lloyd and [are an off-shoot of the Flathead tribe, 
children left on Tuesday for England.
Enjoy the quietude of a family home 
at the
JAMES BAY HOTEL
They sail from, Halifax on s.s. “Mont- 
Calm,” bound for Liverpool, on Decern 
berbef 16th, and expect to reach their 
home in Shewsbury by Christmas. 
They were accompanied as far as 
Winnipeg by Miss Marjorie Bebbing- 
ton.
Last Friday, Game Warden Sulivan 
a rre st^  two half-breeds belonging to 
the Duck Lake reserve, Angus Mc- 
Dougall and John Robins, and they 
were charged in the Provincial Police 
Court,, on Saturday moVhihg, before 
Stipendiary Magistrate E. Weddell, 
with having, respectively, killed a doe 
and a willow grouse, and were each 
fined $25 and $2.50 costs. The killing 
was done,on the hills back of Wilson’s 
Landing. This makes the. eighth con­
viction scctij-cd by Game Warden ^uli- 
van since his appointment arid the fines 
taken in have almost, within a few 
dollars, equalled that official’s salary.
it was pointed out that the former own- Special winter rates. Under new man­
ors of this region were considered to [ agement. Phone 2304,
be a clever tribe by the adjoining bands I ' 16-4c
and that it had been found out that the 
word “Okanagan,” or rather its Indian 
equivalent, which was difficult for a 
white man to pronounce, simply meant 
the Indian with a big head or clever 
man. The name Kelowna meant “griz­
zly 4)car” and should be pronounced as 
spelt and not as “Kelona.” Penticton 
meant “deer trap,” inkamcep, “the 
end of the lake”; Osoyoos, “a narrow^̂m m A ' X m m m Xmmm I ̂  I *  ̂  ̂̂ A m m%point; bet'vyeen two lakes,” and Kere 
mfcbs,. “the ju'riction of two creeks on 
a,flat,
Before concluding his lecture, the lat­
ter portion of which was illustrated by 
slides .supplied by the Natural Res­
ources Branch of the Department of 
the Interior, Mr. Logie explained the 
rise and fall of the Chinook jargon us­
ed at one time by all Pacific Coast 
tribes, also the work done by Rev. 
Father Lejcunc, of Kamloops, in edu­
cating the Interior tribes and teaching 
them to read and to write phonetically. 
He was accorded a very hearty vote of 
thanks at the end of his address, a 
similar compliment being paid to Mr. 
A. G. Smith, who handled the lantern
C onsistently  E conom ical 
A dm in istra tion  
Of The
RO YAL
Has resulted in Profits Dis­
tributed to Pojicyholders 
fieing maintained at the
SAME RATE FOR 55 YEARS
The pOYAL has never once 
' contested a life claim.
McTavish & Whiiiis
INSURANCE
Insurance Real Estate
Now is The Time to 
Your Christmas Pt^ents
Christmas is so near that you will really 
have to buy your presents now if you want to 
choose froni the best selection.
H a n d k e r c h i e f s  M a k e  U s e f u l  P r e s e n t s
Hundreds of Handkerchiefs are here ready 
to send the Xmas mef^sage, and you will find 
a lot of novel designs in these useful articles 
thaf sell at a very reasonable price.
Special this week come some All Linen 
Women’s Handkerchiefs, in plain " I K /*  
white at. each ...................... .........j.......
Special Fancy Swiss Handkerchief 
in fine euibjroidery work; each .......
A large range of Handkerchiefs $3.00
from .....r 10c to<
One o f the Nicest 
Gifts o f all is 
Silk Hosiery
You will be bound to 
want Silk Hosiery for 
sqmeone this Xmas and 
we have a large a ŝsort- 
ment from which you can 
choose at prices that are 
right.
T a b l e  L i n e n s  fo r .  P r e s e n t s
I An article that is often overlooked when you 
.have $3.G0 to $10.00 to spend on a present for 
someone you respect is Fine Linen Table 
Cloth and perhaps some Napkins to match. 
We have a large range of Shamrock Linens 
manufactured in Belfast for whom we are 
agents. There, are no finer linens made than 
are made by this' firm. ■
SEE OUR SELECTION NOW
Beautiful Madeira Work is now on display 
and incidentally here is a gift that can easily 
be mailed in. an envelope. .
F i n e  P h i l i p p i n e  N ig h tg o w n s
Just received a nice assortment? of fine 
hand made Philippine Nightgowns. These are 
exquisite garments made, of fine material and 
made as only a hand made garment can be 
made.
Prices from ................ $2.95 to $5J5
Bedroom
Slippers
Are
Useful
Make your sclec- 
t i o n  of Bedroom 
Slippers now while 
the stock is at its 
best, as later the siz­
eŝ  will not be here in 
the style you like.
Moccasins, F a n c y  
Felt Slippers, Kid 
and Suede Boudoir 
Slippers, all are good' 
values.
P H O N E  361 KELOWNA, B. C.
WESTINGUOUSE MADE RADIOIAS
Now is your chance to handle high class 
RADIOLA RECEIVING SETS
Write or wire for our dealers’ proposition. Orders shipped! 
C^O.'H., where credit not established, same 
day order is'received.
Largest stock of parts in Western Canada. Send for catalogue
H. G. L O V E  C O  , L T D . epA LG A R Y
The* old mining properties of the. 
Cinnabar Mining Company , near Kam­
loops are to be worked again. Quick-!
silvcr is now worth about 97 cents per 
pound, and it is considered that the 
claims can be worked at a profit.
' ' II
..
■\iy- ■: - J J
illiiliilf iiliiif
 ̂̂  i ^   ̂ * Vfis In' tij •*J «> > -<ipt n ) f it M I  ̂-!igt‘" ~̂p\ f>»i i"f̂t-u„ ,v̂ ̂  /,a- •>!»«?»
PAQO 81X
THB KELOW NA COUKIER AND OKANAOAN ORCHARDI8T
OKANAGAN MISSION
' A football match has been arrang^  
between the local boys ^ I .  
representing the l>oy® G®*” ■ *>® "
owna. The game will bt played on (he 
School ground on .Saturday^ 'Deccip- 
her 13th» and will commence at/O  a.m* 
aharp. Any who can spare, the time 
should make an effort to be there, and 
give encouragement to both teams. ^
The Thomson brothers have ba<l the 
misfortune to lose a four year old colt. 
Through an Unaccountable accident,
sale of tickets and $6.1S from the auction 
of cakes, a total of ̂ 0 .15. A f'^t^show-
Arc you having difficulty iu 
starting your car these cold 
mornings?
D
PREMIER W INTER  
 ̂ GRADE GAS
m
will help you stop this trou­
ble.
FREE
CRANKCASE
SERVICE m
this colt was found with Its eye sev­
erely damaged and has since been 
destroyed. *
The bridge drive on Friday night 
last was a success in every way. A 
lamb number of tickets were sold and 
forty-eight pbople took part in the P^y* 
Thirty-fouri dollars resulted from the
ing receipts has been posted in the 
K r . .  I *  play rc.ultid as f o l 'T O -  
1st lady, Mrs. Havcrficld; 2nd lady, 
Mrs. Stubbs; last fady^^^.* lomcw; 1st gentlmnan, Mr, ihom , ^nnmi nan,^j.. ^ . —-  
gentleman, Mr. Cohn Dunlop,
The prizes Were given away by Mr. 
MacDonald, who in a few preliminary 
words thanked those ,\ylio worked so
hard to make the drive a success, cs 
pccially the ladies' committee consis-Mrs.ting of Mrs. Brownc-Clayton,
Arthur Jones and Miss 
were also extended to Mr. Bell for 
bringing chairs from town 
Farris for the use of crockery, and also 
to those who helped iii^thc kitchen aud 
Mr. Hall, who. attended to the lighting 
armtigeinciits. We arc very pleased to 
say that all the prizes were 8‘vcii, Mrs. 
Renfrew, Mrs. V^ansborough Jones
and Miss Pease contributing, and there 
were no expenses incurred at , an. 
m * ' *
seen the doctor.I*
book. It was entitled 'Captain 
I read it.L d  t C  dogs ire  K T y  i
We have before drawn attention ofr the teams arc purchased, first ”^dninLrd com
the dangerous curves on the road lead- . serviceable dog can be bought at last I went at it as a drunkara con
from the Sclioolhouse due Sou h. A good ^  ^ ,u,,d devours
m:cuiScd ola Vu^ c^vcniiig when Lq Canada; whereas the purchase price | svircâ ^̂  
:ar bumped into the back of a rig.j.,,.
»vry little damage was done and as 
the occupants are known to be most___C..I I.»rtr lUllr* bbiiiic Call be
3 -  in Greenland for $5 and brought across sumes
sweet!
“I  C____
Ve  littlc^da agc^  ^  high as’$100 in the Mac-|is tlic best story I have read since The
7t wiimrpeg is from $40 to $50 and! do not hesitate to say that this
careful drivers ve y little lame c n  kciizic district, 
attached to citlicr. Exactly!
TRANSPORTATION IN
THE FAR NORTH
Huski^ Doga Pfovidc Means Of Travel
Over The Snows Of Canada’s 
Vast Hinterland
At the age of one year Count of Monte Cristo, 
he is ready for the harness and is "It is a
liitchcd into the team, where, underlln the Spanish Main, one of the most
the combined influence of *‘® ^ be-1 the world. And the reader is taken Into
the I the atmosphere of the time, and is madeand the dog-leader, lie spccuiijcomes efficient, sometimes in -  i . n Wa v5w5fl rhnrm
cour.c of a thi» i. a recently published
What the camel is to the-desert and | are composed of' from five to seven I o ii qV I - -
the iqotor car is along macadamized I dogs, and occasionally one 
roads, the "huskic’: is to traveUers | teams seven dogs cach^ combm^^^..... i " i  t  tr ll r  i t  oi  uu o v«v.. ------------K  „ ntnrv of those
sr the snows of the far North. The pulling an upgrade load. ^ ? i c d  advciTurous and romantic days of the
irinnev of the dog team as a means team ib hitched m tandem to the sict) ““ ____  . when men
over,
efficie cy f t   t  »  »u: ..o i t  io ... , seventeenth
of travel is shown by the fact that a whcii the snow is deep and sofi, buti 
trained team can make a distance o fjit also travels fan-shape where fhe go
century whcii men 
I- 1 were condemned as slaves by the cruel
The local boys had a,paper-chase on 
Friday last after school, rhcrc were 
two hares and seven hounds. The d i^  
tance was over a course of about 
miles and the trail was laid by Simeon 
and Wilmot. The hounds proved easily 
tlul victors, catching the hares up after 
about 2^  miles run, and m the ruii for 
home Mallam and Chaplin far outdis­
tanced all the other runners, arriving 
at least two minutes before the next 
man, Dodd, put in an appearance an^ 
five minutes before the last man put
«  ;;;5 to 7 d ay  and .uaintaiu this speed I lug is level and hard. The harness, | King Jan.es, and bueeaneers ter™^^^^^
Used largeiy
It is in the episodes at sea that the
for days together. ^
assist commercial enterprise, the "hus , . ,  ̂ * n*
kic" also docs his part in forwarding the case with all animals of version of "Captain Blood" sur-
thc interests of justice and order. The gence, the dogs quickly a„y picture ever released. "
Royal Canadian Mounted Police hasj fact of human personality and bend to | pa ^  ,_______ *i,«
128 trained dogs in
The
_ ...........  .  «s"scr;ic7of whinhlthc witi M ^  Z !
98 arc in use in the Northwest Territ-1 ness. While largely a ‘"a^ter of trails, been .reproduced in full' size, and
ones , Ydcon, and .be province 0^ “ ^!: -1 ‘‘L Z S g l ;  .'n one ba.tiea cW
•shown in 
Real-
Get it at
:  The Oil Shop;
(The House with a Smile)
fi  i t s 
in an appearance.
» • ♦
A sweefr little rabbit sat on top of a
Glad to be thinking that he was alive. 
What troubled the hunters who return­
ed from the hunt I -
Was, how to divide one rabbit by hve. 
P.S.—More poetry (?) after we have
itoba. These dogs and sleds are cm-lpccially for a trip I screened these ships are
ployed for travelling between the scat- calculated to pull a load ofJ25 array and in full action.
p iie . nnd ior pa.roi pnrpo.ee, inves..-1 dog, wben^b^^  ̂ ^ .% tb r a n r d o e s  — s « . b  .
M
gatinga .murder charge or reporting on I-naw, " Knows u is an r.gub «..u I ^he explosion which sinks the Vic 
some other case., so- . - .... , todeuse one of the traitorous French
The origin of these dogs is not dcfin- The “huskio is one of the most remarkable
itely determined. The pad on the foot some teams being entirely black. galleon, car-
of the "huskie" is tougher and stronger j ever, colours do not lessen or increase
tha'irthaTof th? domestic dog, which I the dogs’ efficiency and where the 1 
wears out quickly on the sharp, frozen ours match it merely ref ects the P^e- ^ iears out quickly 
surfaces of the ice and snow.
The sink-
3
Where] ferenee_of come driver spe Arabella, flagship of Captain
c.al pr.de .a his teain. The dogs k f  j  ; , ^ marvelious sea scene,
fed but onee a day and then only .p the ^_lood ^
evening. At the end of a tnp^the ” 0" f  these fnll-rigged thirty-
cut the wood for a fire, unload a n d ---- «„ivf;r.nr o^ailpons
prepare their camp and have their meal 
while the dog-feed is being prepared,
viz. either thawed or cooked. To pre-, Empress Theatre on Friday and 
vent fighting over the meal, each dog | and 13.
is tied up to a separate tree or the 
driver, stands over them with a Whip 
while they are eating. The regulation 
meal is from three tO five pounds and 
consists generally-of dried or .frozen 
fish or meat, or warmed corn, oat-meal',
SIX and forty gun fighting galleons 
take, part.
“ Captain Blood" will be shown at
Saturday, December
Ssmopsis Of The Story 
Peter Blood, a young Irish physician 
who had spent seven years in wars on 
the Continent, had returned to Eng­
land and had taken up his residence m
P e o p le  A r e  N o t  L o o k i n g
for Extra'vagant D iscounts on G oods they
do not w ant .
THEY SIMPLY DESIRE IIP TO-DATE MERCHANDISE AT HONEST VALUES.
THAT’S WHY THIS STORE IS ALREADY AHUM W ITH HOLIDAY SHOPPERS
or rice to which tallow is added to get I the quieP town of 
the needed fat. In t'he winter the dogs he hoped to put^ue the profession he
re?y on the snow for drink.
Like the dog of civilization, he is native town of Dublin. But these 
also subject to distemper and' every plans were doomed to be
now and then some mysterious epid- by the^ battle^
emic will kill the animals in numbers, the rabble w^ch comprised 
They are decidedly clarinisji and herd lowers of the Duke of 
together in cliques. A dog who wants was seeking
to rejoin his special camp will make a and the red coats of His Majesty, 
wide detour to avoid falling among The battle gave no alarm to Peter 
those of another clique. Whereas the Blood but, after it had progressed 
Indians let their dogs shift for them- through the night, he was awakened at 
selves in the ; matter of quarters, the dawn by Jeremy Pitt, a young ship^ 
Police dogs are kept ini kennels in a wright, who urged him to go to^the am 
corral with boughs of trees serving in of Lord Gildoy, lying wounded at the 
the place of straw, a practice which home of* Yeoman Baynes at Ogle- 
serves to keep them out pf „the wind thorpe’s Farm. The^ physician an̂ sw- 
and renders them more get-atable when I ered the call. The soldiers of the King
m
D
INDIAN GDODS
Snapshot Albums, 50c, 7Sc, 8Sc, 90, $1.50,- $1.75, 
$2.50 and $3.00.
Book Covers ...........— $1.00, |I-25,
Writing Portfolios  ......... ...........52-50
Book Marks  ................^
Moose Hide Moccasins ......... - $2.00, $2.50,
Mackenzie Hair Seal Moccasins .................- $4.00
W E ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF 
LEATHER GOODS.
Ladies’ Under Arm Bags from ............ . $3.25 up
DEEN TO TOYLAND YET ?
If not, ask your kiddies. They kiiow_all about it. 
This department is showing wOnderful values m 
all lines. Visit it early and often.
Table Tennis ............. -.........- $1.00, $1.25, ̂ $1.75
Ups and Downs ................... -....  • • 35c and 50c
Mamma Dolls .........................-.............  • ••
Sleighs, Kiddy Cars, Doll Carriages, in fact any­
thing your bov or girl wants. And our prices arc
right.
EXCELLENT FICTION AT $1.00
Adventfireft^ in Friendship—Grayson.
The GrOat Prince Shan—Oppcnheim.
Flaming Forest—Ctirwood.
Kindred of the Dust—Peter B. Kync.
Martin Coningsby's Vengeance—Farnol.
The Sheik-E. M. Hull.
Tcthcrstoiu's—Ethel M. Lhll.
To the Last Man—Zane G r^ .
To Him that Hath—Ralph Connor.
Gates of Djoom—Sabatiiu.
And hundreds of other titles all §]_ .0 0
price ....-..................................................
BIG ANNUALS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
I wanted quickly.- 
Canada.
Natural Resources,
..... $3.50 
.... $3.25 
.. . $1.50 
.... $2.00 
..... $1.50
Blackie’s Boys’ Annual ........ .............. .
Wilfred’s Annual ....................... ...........:..... -
Pip and Squeak Annual
Boys’ Own Annual........
Chums’ Annual ......... r---
Canadian BoyS’ Annual 
Chatterbox
Cassell’s Children’s Annual .......... .
VALUE OF DAIRYING
We have a full line of. well selected CHILDREN S 
BOOKS of all kinds. We invite you in to look them
over. Drawing Books, Painting 
Books, Comic Books and Picture Books
Books, Linen
THE BEST FICTION OF THE YEAR
Coming of Amos—W. J. Locke ............. -.......$2.00
Dalla, the Lion Club-Stockley ............  $1-50
East Of the Setting Sun—McCutcheon .......... $2.00
Emily of New Moon—L. M. Montgomery — $2.00
Enchanted Hill—Peter B. Kyne ....-......... $Z-0°
Garden of Folly—Stephen Leacock ..............  $2.00
Gentleman Adventurer—Marimi Keith ....... $2.UU
Gordon of the Lost Lagoon—R. Watson ....$2.00
Isle of Thorns—Sheila Kaye Smith ....... $2.00
The Little French Girl—Sedgewick $2.00
Little Novels of Nowadays—Philip Gibbs .... $2.00
Locked Book—Frank Packard ............ -......- $2.oo
Pink Sugar—O. Douglas . .........  $2.00
Unknown Quantity—Ethel M. Dill ..........  $2.00
Bond Triumphant—G. H. Graham ..............  $2.uo
The Green Hat—M. Arlen ............................
Old Ladies—Hugh Walpole ...................... -  $2-0J{
Passionate Quest—Oppenheim     -
And many other titles in addition to above.
A ton of butter fat, worth about 
I $900, removes from the farm about 50 
cents’ worth of fertility-—that is, fertil- 
1 izing elements as bought in commer­
cial fertilizers. A ton of whole milk, 
worth about $50, removes about $2 
worth of these elements. But the feed 
I required to produce a ton of butter, if 
sold from the farm would remove fer­
tility to the value of $500.
Dairying, properly conducted, will 
make a farm rich.—Ex.
raided the Baynes’, house and Peter 
Blood and Jeremy Pitt were arrested 
and treason. They were
tried before Lord Jeffreys and senten­
ced to be hanged.' The King’s order, 
which consigned hundreds of rebels- 
convict to be sent to the colonies and 
there sold as slaves, saved their lives. 
They were shipped to Bridgetown, 
Barbadoes. .
At Bridgetown Blood was purchased 
at the behest of Arabella Bishop by 
her uncle, Colonel Bishop, the military 
commander at Bridgetown. While 
serving as a physician, Peter fell in 
love with Arabella. The Spanish gal­
leon Cinco Llagas, commanded by Don
Figures quoted by Attorney.General Di'So d ' Espinosa y Valdez bombard-
M ^ s ^ d u f lu g  a recent debate iu ,he cd Bridgetown and captured-the ivianson uuniifc, a -v,,. While the Spaniards were sacking the
Legislature go to show that nearly | wuue
Then, leadingIseventy per cent of the money spent I town, P®t®r
on liquor by the P®°Ple he captured
out of the province. . /-• tthe Cmco Llagas. ,
XMAS TREE DEGORATiONS
Wct have a full line that will please. 
Stockings, Tinsel Ornaments, Mica Snow, 
Festoons and Decorative Paper.
1925 P O C K E T  A N D  O F F IC E  D I A R I E S  
A R E  H E R E  
Select your favourite style now. 50c and up.
ASK ABOUT OUR D O L L !
SEE O U R  SPECIAL 95c W INDOW  F O R  THURSDAY. F R I D A Y  and SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 11th, 12th.and 13th
S P U R R I E R ' S
BOOKS, STATIONERY, LEATHER GOODS
EARIY
SPORTING GOODS and TOYS
’ SHOP
EARLY
A STIRRING ROMANCE I Already an outlaw through the in-
O f  TH E SPANISH MAIN justice of JCing James, Blood and his 
-̂------- followers sailed for Tortuga, the rend-
Rrfael Sabatini’s Masterpiece Becomes 
A Thrilling And Spectacular 
Picture
“Captain Blood’’ is the most popular 
of all of Rafael Sabatini’s romances. 
Eleven editions, more than 30,0,000 cop­
ies, have been sold in less than two 
years,-and the story has been read by 
more than 20,000,000 subscribers to 
newspapers which have published the 
story in serial form.
Dr. Frank Crane, one of the most 
widely read and quoted writers of the 
day, paid “Captain Blood” a wonder­
ful tribute in a recent editorial. A- 
mong other things he said:
“When a man recommends anything 
he likes to his friends, he is in danger 
of being a nuisance, whether the part­
icular thing is a kind of smoking tob­
acco, a necktie, a brand of religion or 
a new book. At the same time, when
ezvous of buccaneers of the Spanish 
Main. There, yielding to the insisten­
ce of his men and o> Governor d’Oger- 
on, Blood accepted command of a pir­
ate fleet and changed the name of the 
Cinco Llagas, his flagship, to Arabella 
in honour of -the girl whom he would 
always love but whom he feared he 
would never sec again.
Captain Blood became the terror of 
the Spanish privateers who sailed the 
Carribean waters. Levasfeehr, a French­
man, who owned his own ship, enlisted 
under Blood. He broke faith and cap­
tured a Dutch brig, taking as host­
ages Madeleine d’Ogeron and her 
brother Henri. Blood saved the life 
1 of the girl and killed Lcvasscur in a
duel. This endeared him still more in 
the affections of all Tortuga.
In an odds-oh sea battle in which the 
Arabella defeated Milagrosa and his
one strikes something tvhieh pleases Hildalga, Blood reseued from the
liiin immensely, it docs not seem to.bc|iards Arabella Bishop and Lord Julian
quite fair to keep it to himself. ,, , r,, j  ~
book that takes one by I ment. Wade offered Blood a commiscome across a
storm,, holds him, fascinates him and 
gives him that rare intoxication that 
meets the inmost passion, is an event.
“ Recently I went upon a journey and 
spent many days upon the train rfnd 
steamboat. Upon this journey I found I ment
sion in the English navy, but this he 
refused because he had no love for 
King James. However, when King 
William mounted the throne Blood 
swore allegiance to the new govern- 
and after being commissioned.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER U» A924 •
O kanagan' L oan  and In v estm en t  
T ru st C om pany
WE BUY VICTORY AND OTHER BONDS FOR GASH
STOCKS AND BONDS FOR .SALE
REAL ESTATE' DEPARTMENT
r e s i d e n t i a l  AND ORCHARD PROPERTIES  
FOR S^LE OR RENT
Listings Solicited of City Residences For Rent.
in s u r a n c e  DEPARTMENT
All Classes of Insurance Written, including— 
FIRE, l i f e , ACCIDENT AND HEALTH, MARINE,
AUTOMOBILE
We Represent Companies of the Highest Standing only.
KELOWNA, B. C.PHONE 332 and 98
ra m
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12th and 13th
“ CAPTAIN B LO O B ”
Bv Rafael Sabatini, autiior of "The Sea Hawk” and "Scaramouche." 
A^Story of the Spanish Maip with the greatest sea battle ever , pro-  ̂ A.---A r, withduced on a screen;
J. WARREN KERRIGAN
Jean Paige, Charlotte Merriara, James Mmrison, Allan Forrest, Ber- 
tram Grassby, Otis Harlan.
The greatest sea battle ever filmed; 6,000 oeople in the Cast; hun­
dreds in hand to hand combats on pirate ships.
Fox News and a Comedy “STOLEN GOODS.” ,
Sat. Mat , 3.30, 20c and 35cw Evening, one Show only, 8.15, 2Sc & ,S5c
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, DECEMBER ISth and 16th
DQUGLAS McLEAN
— IN —
Going Up
Douglas MacLean is coming t̂o tpwn in 
film he has appeared in; far funnier that The Hottentot,.,
Topics of the Day and a Comedy “ PIG  S K IN ” 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,'DECEMBER 17th and 18th
in Heaven 4 4
See this throbbing, soul-stirring love story of a man and_ woman 
thrown together on a tropical island with no apparent hope of rescuel
-Q Bi Q
— W ITH  —
BEBE DANIELS and RICHARD DIX 
Fox News and “JEFFER IES JR.’
Evening, 7,30 and 9, 20c and _35c 
HI ni' Oj 'Q  B B B ' ;  BI 19 BI
Attention Please!
II ILil J FI 0 IS ii:
Do you realize that thousands of dollars are lost an­
nually through lack of SPRAYING? i
Your money invested in a "BEAN SPRAYER is_the 
best Insurance against loss of money you can have. Just 
think of those piles of CULLS you 
to you of 80 cents per box that netted 
Most of them would have been EXTRA FANCIES if you 
had sprayed at the right time, and the only sure way to do 
this is to O'wn your own machine.
We have tried it and know. The saving in our own 
orchard last season paid for our Sprayers m one year.
. Why hesitate when a "BEAN" lasts a lifetime ? Spread 
the cost over 10 years and see where you stand_ money 
ahead all the time. We know you must be interested.
Call and see us right away as we arc now booking orders for Spring K.aii ana see ^  gave you money.
Okanagan Agents—
BRITISH GttUMBIA ORCIttRIIS. LTD.
KELOWNA, B. C. Phone 42 17-tfc
I
carried on war against the French. In  
a terrific sea fight Blood s seamanship 
defeated the French fleet and saved 
Port Royal for the English flag, and he
gains the hand of his beloved Arabella,. 
while Jeremy Pitt, his constant com*- 
panion on his odyssey, wins the Iovcl- 
of pretty Mary Traill.
k- * I
IkM
illi;' l i ; S ’f  IS'SSiitSI® i l l i l
‘ ̂}̂■̂ ■%rfH.-o>ei nr WT« > '»f‘*'i:i- •«#>J*»/* At 4(* t  T " fr  ‘ I I'i^
THUR0DAY, DECEMBER It, 192!4 THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDI8T
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PAGE SEVEN
Y O U  ^  I L L  G E T
THE PMKER PEN
' r%
w
l€b ;Hetie! V&a 
2 5  " li!S e a r  P e n\
ff*HII9 otoro fa fiestdauarter* 
<*for tlio colabrated Parfcor 
t)uofotd<~tho lMoquor>r«d poa 
witit nmartt blnck’tlppod ondo 
, andil5-xeAr8u«ritotoedpalnt>
Ifandd omv« Itf fit ndd baf«
nnoedfeal. KtaiOiPar>ol*obairrar 
t>old«a pearly twice the Inli of
?i ordinary. JNatlve Iridium nt 0 0  omootb on a Jewel lioorlnd. Come ond try fttb
0 0 0  why our ouetomore de« 
” lt'ooluro
soldi’*
bandoomor tbota
^ P m s S B R
_DaoMd /A ,hadjf Dttolbld'
Ask to see our Duofold Pen and 
Pencil Sets.
RAZORS
For D ad 
aind Bill !
AUTO STROP
G H -LETtE  
DURHAM DUPLEX  
GEM, ETC.
n iie  Tlieatre of the Honie’’
THE VICTROLA
W E HAVE SEVERAL STYLES OF 
CONSOLE AND UPRIGHT MotliELS OF 
VICTROLAS
HEAR THE VICTROLA HERE
O T H E R  SU G G E ST IO N S
CHILDREN'S AND ADULTS' GIFT BOOKS 
, Handsomely Illustrated
New Improved Evcrsharp Pencils.
, PAl^ISIAN IVORY, FIBERLOID & EBONY TOILET SETS
 ̂ French, English and Domestic Perfumes
PIPES c ig a r s
SHOP HiERE
CIGARETTES, ETC.
US' .
KODAKS
.■Po
,FOR
Ch r i s t m a s
GIVE
NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES
It is a pleasure for 
all the family all 
the year.
V .
We have an unusually attrac­
tive assortment of
NEILSON’S
Delicious Chocolates in 
Delightful Boxes. We have the Waterman Pen and Pencil in companion sets, beautifully cased, making a 
very acceptable gift.'
SHOP EARLY
D R U G G IS T S P. B S T A T IO N E R S
m
mm
f
L-^
O rd er Y our 
F a i r p  h e l p  h p w
TO BE OF SERVICE to Western Canadian farmers and, hel^ 
to meet tiieir needs in securing competent farm help, the 
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY will continue its  farm help 
service during 1925 and will include in. this service, as last 
year, the supply o f women domestics and boys.
Through experience in the last two years, the Company is  now 
in touch with a  number o f good farm laborers in Great Brit
(Hor
Norway, Sweden, Denmark^ F i^ c e ,  Holland, Switzexiand i 
Euroiother pean countries and can promptly fill apjplicatioBS 
for.'fann hdp. : I;
In order to have the help ireaeh Canada in time for the springs n i i _
i^ ra tio n s , farmers requiring help must j^ t their appliratitiims 
in early, to enable us to h ecSure the help nieeded.
Blank application forms and full information regarding the 
service may be obtained from any C.P.R. a g ^ t  or from any 
o f the officials listed below. THE SERVICE IS ENTIRELY 
FREE OF CHARGE.
THE CAJIADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
Department of Colonization and pevelopmmit.
WINNIPEG,—M. B. Thornton, Saperintendeot of Cdonintioo.
T.'S. Aeheoon, General Asrleultarol Acent.
Canada Colonization Aasodatlon. ,8A6KATOON—Wj J. Gerow, Land Agrent.
H. F. Eomor. Special Colonization Avent.
BEGINA—G. D. Brophy, District Posaeniter Atrent.
CALGABT— T̂. O. F. Herzer, Assistant to Snperlntcndent fli 
Colonization.
BDldONTON~-J. MUIer, Land Acent.
YANCOUVBB—H. J. Lonchran, Ascnt.
H. a  P . Greoswell. J. S. DENNI£L
Saperintendeni. Chief Conunissloner.
S C O T C H
W H I S K Y
T ry  a  B o t t le
&
M ake a N e w  F rien d
'•^ A N D Y  Ma c d o n a l d ** »  one oi
Scotland's ran old Whtsktes. Once 
you taste h you II knowlioa-“Soft,** 
mellow and .stimulating Sratioad s btst 
really isl
Liouetf^ \
l O l l p i
For many generotioas “ Sandy Mac.'* os 
it b  usually called, Itas been known all 
over Scotland—pretty well all ox’er the 
world too - as a whbkv that never \*aries 
hi its high quality and reaches a degree 
of purity and “ddicacy** of ftavonr that 
b  as unusual as is b  satisfying
sTSaimt
Drink “Sandv Mac” yourself and put it 
fnendsbefore your 
good.
who knoiv what is
MACOONAL . GREENLEES R WILLIAMS (DISniLBRS). LTD. 
Lcilh. ScrtsaJ.
SPECIAL LIQUEUR  
A. H. M. 20 YEARS
$4.25 Per Bottle 
^.75 Per Bottle
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or'the Government of British Columbia.
t  FOR R ADIO  AM ATEURS ^
KOO Programme For The Week 01  
December 14 to December 20
{Frequency 960 kilocycles; 312 metres)
Sunday, December 14
11.00 a.ni. — Service of the First
B ^ tist Church, Oakland, C^.
reran Prelude— Adagio Pathetique 
{Godard).—Martha Dukes Parker.
Doxology and Invocation.
Responsive Reading.
Hymn.
Scripture.
Anthem^—-"Seek Ye The Lord” (Rob­
erts).
Prayer.
Response— "Hear Our Prayer.” 
'Contraho and Tenor Duct—“O, For 
the Wings of a Dove” (Caro Roma).— 
Ruth Hall Crandall and Philip Ash­
craft.
Sermon—r. "After Thirty Years, What 
r  Believe About Jesus Christ.”—Rev. 
John Snape, Pastor.
Hymn.
, Benediction.
, Organ Pbstlude—"Risoluto” 
atio Parker),
' 3.30 p.m.— Concert by the KGO 
Little Symphony Orchestra, Car! 
Rhodehamel conducting; assisted by 
soloists.
Waltz, "On the Beautiful Hudson’ 
(Hermann); Overture, "Pique Dame’ 
(Suppe); "To a Lotus Flower” (Ber 
ge); “Evening Twilight” (Hallen).— 
KGO Little Symphony Orchestra.
Soprano Solos — (a) "Love Me 
Sweet” (White); (b) "Little Brother’s 
Lullaby” (Brock); (c) “The Dream 
Boat” (White).—Elsa Baulsir.
Piano Solos—■ (a) Scottish Poem 
(MacDowell); (b) Etude (Arensky); 
(c) Waltz, C Sharp Minor (Chopin), 
—;-Helen Merchant, - 
Symphony No, 6, Pastorale (Beeth 
oven), one movement will be played, 
with musical comment by Arthur S. 
Garbett; “Chacone” (Durand); "Chan 
son Sans Paroles” (Tschaikowsky).— 
KGO Little Symphony. Orchestra.
Baritone Solos, with orchestral ac­
companiment'—(a) "The Holy City’ 
(Adams); (b) “Out On The Deep” 
(Lphr).—Howard I. Milholland.
Rakoezy March, Hungarian (ar­
ranged by Page).—KGO Little Symr 
phony Orchestra.
7.30 p.m.— Service of the First Bap­
tist Church, Oakland, Cab 
Organ Recital— (a) Prelude in D 
Flat Major (Chopin); (b>_ Pastorale 
Symphony, from "The Messiah” (Han­
del); (c) March, from "Eli” (Costa). 
—Martha Dukes Parker.
Song Service.
Scripture.
Anthem— “I Will Magnify Thee, O 
God” (Mosenthal).
Prayer.
Response— "Hear Our Prayer.”
Duet for Sopfano and Bass— “Cru­
cifix” (Faure).— Eileen Piggott and 
Charles Lloyd.
Cornet Solos— (a) "Cry of Rachel” 
(Salter); (b) "I Think When I Read 
That Sweet Story of Old” (Old Tune). 
—Grace Adams East.
Sermon —  "Rupert Hughes Has 
Quit Going to Church—Is He Better 
Off Now?”-—Rev. John Snape.
Hymn.
Benediction.
Organ Postlude— "Alleluia” (Faul- 
ces).
Monday, December 15 
8.00 p.m.
Educational programme.
Spanish Serenade (Evans); “Mus­
ette” (Sibelius).—Arion Trio.
Agricultural Course— "Our Forests 
Shall We Burn -or Protect Them”— 
Professor W. Metcalf, University of 
California. ^
. Piano Solo-7- valse and Elfin Dance 
(Grieg).—Joyce Holloway Barthelson.
"A Lesson in English.” —Wilda Wil­
son Church. .
Mexican Serenade, "La ^edia Noche” 
(Aviles).—-Arion Trio. i
"The Cause and Cure of Stammer-' 
irtg”.—Robert Lloyd.
’Cello Solo— ‘‘Romance Sans Par­
oles” (Davidson).—Margaret Avery.
"Chats About New Books.”— Ĵos­
eph Henry Jackson, Literary Editor, 
“Sunset Magazine”.
Hymn to the sun (Rimsky-Kor§ak- 
off).—Arion Trio. »
Tuesday, December 16 
• 8.00 p.m.
The Oakland Orpheus, a male chorus 
of 100 voices, will broadcast frf>m 
KGO the first concert of their thirty- 
first season. ' Edwin Dunbar Crandall, 
veteran choral leader and Californian 
musician, will direct. This is the first 
occasion upon which the Oakland Or­
pheus will have broadcast a regular 
concert. Soloists; Mrsi Ralph H. 
Lachmund, Soprano; Charles F. Bul- 
otti, tenor; Carl F. Volker, baritone. 
Thursday, December 18 
8.00 p.m.
Studio programme, given through 
the courtesy of the Chevrolet Motor 
Company, Oakland, Cal.
Instrumental Selections— (a) “Rad­
io Jazz” (Brown); (b) “Mexicali Rose” 
.(Quincke).—Viennese Orchestra.
Baritone Solos—“Adoration Waltz” 
(Magini); (b) "Sweet Peggy” (Rosa­
lie Harrison).—George Anderson.
Banjo and Saxophone Ducts.—Fran­
cis Cobb and E. Martin.
Soprano Solos— (a) Waltz Song, 
from "Faust” (Gounod); (b) “Honolu­
lu Moon” (Kunde).—Grace Le Page.
, Instrumental Selection—Largo (Ha­
ndel).— 'Viennese Orch.cstra.
Address— "The Automobile.”—Pre-
Sared by F. N. Coats, of the Chevrolet es long, blue-grey and reddish-brown, lotor
Male Quartette Selections — (a) 
"Your Garden In My Heart”. (Harold 
Rossiter); (b) “On the Beach at Wai­
kiki” (K-aiflmai). /  •
Instrumental' Selections. — Mazda 
Banjo Quartettfe.
Contralto Solos— (a) “Husheen” 
(Needham); (b) Irish Folk Song 
(Foote). — Ruth Waterman, accom 
panied by the KGO' Trio.
Duets ' for Steel Guitars.-7-Norman 
Dean and Gladys Steel.
Vocal Selections—(a) Pilgrrim’s Cho­
rus (Wagner); (b) "Dreaming” (Her­
bert).—KGO Mixed Quartette, Grace 
Le: P a ^ , Ruth Waterman; Carl And­
erson, Richard Ltindgren.
Instrumental Selections— (a) "Lazy 
River” (Bond); (b) "Homeland” 
(Bond).-^Viennese Orchestra.
Tenor Solos—(a) "London Bridge Is 
Falling down” (Harold Rossiter); (b) 
"Joshua” (Chadwick).—iCarl A n ^ r- 
sbn.
Stories in Dialect.—-A1 Evers.
Bass Solo—“The Pirate Bold” (Den­
ison).—Richard Lundgren.
Duet for Contralto and Tenor -  
Lonesome” ( Weasner),.-Ruth W at­
erman and Carl Anderson.
Violin Solo—^Romance (Rubinstein). 
Julia Hannas Cochrane.
“The Vocal Teacher and His Jap­
anese Pupil.”—Carl Anderson and Al 
Evers.
Medley of Old Songs, for Mixed 
and Male Quartettes, accompanied by 
Viennese Orchestra. .
Saturday, December 20 
8.00 p.m.
Studio programme.
PART I
Given by the Western Territorial 
Staff Band of the Salvation- Army, 
San Francisco, Ensign E. Higgins, 
Director.
March— “Flag of Freedom” (Coles). 
—Salvation Army Staff Band.
Cornet Solo.—Chas. P. Bourne.
Vocal Selection.—Charles Anderson. 
Band Selection— “Jesus of Nazar­
eth” (Sullivan).—Salvation Army Staff 
Band. .
A ddress- "A Christmas Message.” 
Commander Gifford.
Flute Solo— "Organ Echoes” (ar­
ranged by Fristrup).— ̂ Staff Captain 
Fristrup.
Band Selection—"Christmas Carols”. 
—Salvation Army Staff Band.
Vocal Selection.—Violet Simpson. 
Band Selection—“Soldiers’ Experien­
ce” (Ball).
Band.
Xylophone Solo.—Staff Captain Fri 
strup.
Band Selection— “Christmas Car­
ols”.—Salvation Army Staff Band, 
PART II.
Piano Duet— “Invitation to the Da 
ncc” (von Weber),—Wm. P. and Bon 
ita Keasbey. - ;
Tenor Solos— (a) “Si vous I’aviez 
compris” (Denza); (b) "Si tu m’aimes” 
(Denza).—Frank Terramorse, Jf.
Violin Solo—"Hymn to th- Sun’v 
(Rimsky-Korsakoff. — Dorothy Dun- 
yon.
Bass Solos— (a) “The Horn” (Fleg- 
itr) ;, (b) "Two Grenadiers” (Schu 
:nann.—L. Hairlan McCoy.
Addresk— “Benares, India”.—Ford 
E. Samuel. y
Tenor Solos— (a) ‘Tdeale’ s.Tosti); 
i'b) “Ah, Love for a Day” (Prothcroe).
—Frank Terramorse, Jr.
Bass Solos— (a) “For You Alone” 
(Geehl); (b) "Nazareth” (Gounod). 
—L. Harlan McCoy.
Violin Solos—(a) Serenade (Schu­
bert); (b) “Songs My Mother Taught 
Me” (Dvorak).—Dorothy"Dunyon.
Piano Duet— Menuet (Moszkow- 
sky).—Wm. P. and Bonita Keasbey.
intermixed with broad white patches 
down the back. During the past four 
years this insect has spread until it 
covers an area of approximately fifty 
square miles, comprising the cities of 
Vancouver, New Westminster and ad­
joining: municipalities. It is also found 
at various points along the eastern 
coast of the south half of Vancouver 
Island.
The life history and damage caused 
by this moth are dealt with in Pam­
phlet No, 50 of the Departm ent of Ag­
riculture at Ottawa, prepared by the 
Entomological Branch. It states that 
the eggs hatch from the middle Of 
July until the end of August, The 
young larvae work upon the foliage, 
leaving .only' the skeletonized leaves. 
Passing through several moults, they 
commence , hibernating sometimes in 
August, continuing in some cases to the 
end of September. The following 
sprihg the full-sized larvae feed upon 
the.whole leaf substance, causing heavy 
defoliation of infested trees. After a 
short period of feeding the insect en­
ters the pupal stage and emerges in 
moth form in July, soon after which 
egg laying is commenced.
The moth is strong on the wing, 
which is responsible for its fairly rapid 
distribution. While no discerhible per­
manent injury to the attacked trees 
can yet be claimed against the insect, 
it is held by the author of the pamphlet 
that , the vigour and' longevity of the 
trees are liable to be reduced in cases 
pf serious: defoliation. A most objec­
tionable feature of the insect is the hab­
it the larvae have of crawling over 
fences and buildings to the annoyance 
of nearby dwellers. The insect is not 
expected to rapidly become a serious 
menace because it is subject to heavy 
winter mortality, the attacks-.of par­
asites and the devouring habits of 
birds and bats. Of these the winter 
mortality is looked upon as the most
GLENMORE
Omitted from last week’s notes, we 
venture, though late in the month, to 
give the standing of scholars in the 
School for November.
Grade VIII.—1, Annie Watson; 2, 
Betty Sutton.
Grade VII.*—1, Charles Wittpenny; 
2, George Reed; 3, Yvonne Reed.
Grade VI.—1, Constance Ward; 2, 
Thomas Pearson; 3, Pd'ter Ritchie.
Grade V.-—1, Elizabeth Hartvvick; 2, 
Stanley Reed; 3, Gertrude' Watson.
Grade HI.—1, ,Reba IJicks; 2, Al­
bert Watson; 3, Kaso Mori.
Grade II.—1, Sammy Pearson; -2, 
Hisashi Sakanioto; 3, Thurba C.ushing.
: Grade I.—1, Vera Cushing; 2, Elise 
Ward; 3, Philip Moubray.
Rec. Class.—(a) 1, Mary Stewart; 2, 
Alex Stewart, (b) 1, Kathleen Reed; 
2, Edward Hartwick; 3, Cyril Moubray.
:■ * - * *
It was with regret that the parents 
and children heard that our teacher. 
Miss Phyllis'Teague, was leaving Glen- 
more after two and a half years work 
in bur: school, which has now a roll of 
32 scholars.
THEl KELOWNA
FLOUR AND FEED 0TORB 
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
W e are Agents for "OUR BEST” 
FLOUR, manufactured by the BUi- 
Bon Milling Co., of Lethbridge, and 
have just received a large consign* 
ment. This flour is not so well
known, or so widely advertised, os 
some of the popular brands but
those who have used it, and who 
know what good flour i^ will agree 
that it has no superior. If yoU waiit 
good bread, use "OUR BEST” 
FLOUR.
- ^ ^ jiave excelliMit BRAN and 
SHQRTS arid car^ eveiything in 
the line of POULTRY and STOCK 
FOODS.
OPEN SATURDAY NIG HTS
MADE
IN
B.C.
Mrs. P. Ward returned from the Ke- I 
lo'<yna Hospital on Friday.
Messrs. Albert Rankin and Jack! 
Ward are again at the hunting rendez- [ 
vous at Nahun.'
c, , A cx hopeful destructive feature. Artificial
control by spraying with lead arsenate 
is recommended, more particularly on 
siich trees as may^be successfully treat­
ed with a high power spray. One pound 
of arsenate of lead in twenty gallons of 
water, sprayed on the trees about the 
middle of May, when the larvae are 
feeding, is recommended. Owing to 
the extreme smoothness of the leaves 
of the poplar, it is 'recomimended to 
add soft soap to the arsenic of lead 
solution. The treating of nursery stock, 
more particularly poplars and willows 
grown in infested areas, is strongly re 
commended.
Several of our Glenmorites,took in] 
the Choral Society’s conceH at the Em­
press Theatre on Monday and were| 
not disappointed. '
* * «
Mrs. E. Worman has returned home I 
after a stay of some weeks at Free- 
mont, Alberta.
* * «
Mr. R. W. Corner had the misfor­
tune to lose his horse last week.
Pacific Milk obtained its 
growth by being the best an 
evaporated milk can be. The 
Made-in-B, C. products cam­
paign is something else agaiq. 
Any article should appeal on 
merit alone biit the province  ̂
of British Columbia needs 
this Made-in B. G. campaign, 
that’s why this space is oc­
casionally given up to it.
Pacific Milk Go., Limifed
Head Office: Vancouver, B.C. 
Factories Ladner and Abbotsford, B.C
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Todd are stay­
ing in town, having moved in on Mon-| 
day.
•  * *j
The School closing entertainment I 
will take place on Dec. 19th. The chil-| 
dren are busily rehearsing after the 
school session and looking forward to | 
the day when, as one big family, we I 
unite to hear and see the children have 
an enjoyable time. Our family this year | 
will number almost sixty.
Waldron’S
Phone 132
Ellis Street Kelowna
CREAMERY 
BUTTER ..
RAISINS 
3 lbs. ....
35c
35c
Steps are being taken to establish the 
largest sheep farm in the Dominion in 
the Pemberton range, near Kamloops.
Macdonald’s 
Tobacco, J^-lb. O v C /
GRAIN CUT GREEN
GRADES NO. 3 NORTHERN
Xmas Gifts 
that appeal 
to all—
CRISCO 
3 lbs. .. 85c
TH E SATIN MOTH
(Bulletin of the Dominion Department 
of Agriculture)
Bo*th white and Lombardy poplar 
trees in certain sections of British Col­
umbia are suffering from\the attacks of 
a moth recently introduced into the 
province. The insect doing damage to 
these ornamental trees is the Satin 
Moth (Stiipnotia salicis), a beautiful 
white moth expanding two inches. It 
is a native of Europe and* Western 
Asia and feeds not only on poplars 
but on willows as well. The caterpil­
lar when full g;rown is nearly two inch-
In years of exceptional weather 
conditions curious things happen to 
the grain crops, some of which are 
hard to account for. John Borjan; a 
farmer livihg near Vegrcville, Alberta, 
had an experience this year which is 
more than puzzling. On August 19 
he began cutting his wheat when it was 
green as grass. His neighbours doubt­
ed his sanity, writes a correspondent of 
the Colonization and Development De­
partment, Canadian Nation.al Railways, 
expecting he would get nothing but 
chaff in the threshing. The grain, how­
ever, filled out splendidly in the stook 
and gave a yield of 42 bushel's per acre 
of good No. 3 Northern grade. Mr. 
Borjan thinks there is much yet to be 
earned about the farming game.
Fuller Brushes in sets and 
packed in holly boxes. Fuller 
Vanity Cases, Dresser Trays, 
Comb and Brush Sets. A 
wide selection of
Fuller Brushes
You may examine these ideal 
gifts in the comfort of your 
own home for 1, the Fuller 
Man, bring them when I call.
If you wish a special demonstra­
tion, write or phone me. No 
obligation.
L. COMPTON 
Phone 347
C O A L
YOU W ILL BE SURE OF 
GETTING SATISFACTION  
THIS W INTER IF YOU USE
CAMPBELL’S COAL
Phone: 20 
Yard:
Cawston Ave.
Office: 
Jenkins Co. Bam  
Water St*
CAMPBai COM. CO.
;  '
i l i
.-v-'i' ’i ,
w .
PAOB EIGHT
TH E  KELOWNA COURIER. AND <J|CANAOAN
THURSDAY, DECEMBER U, l9Zir
BASKETBALL
Penticton Quintettes Play Hero
Tonight
Tlic' Penticton hooi» stars, who ap­
pear in Kelowna tonight, niuclc grea^ 
strides last year, /yiic ladies' team 
were II, C. finalists by virtue of their 
win over the Kamloops giHs in honie- 
.and-homc games, becoming champions 
of the Interior, and were' defeated at 
the Coast for the provincial champion­
ship by only a; narrow margin. The 
men's team won tlie Intiiripr champion 
ship In their division- V ‘
■ In the accornpanylnig illustration tlie 
personnel of the resficctiye teams is as 
follows, from left to right:
MEN.—Standing: Lambly, Crystal, 
Tom Ward (Manager), Ellis (Coach), 
Hull and Parinley, Sitting: 'Craig. 
Burtch and'Beattie, • ,
l a d i e s '—Standitig:; Misses Mit­
chell, T. Nagle, E, Mcldrum and A, 
Gibson. Sitting: Misses G. Parrpt, B. 
Beattie and N. Lcstud.
Both these teami will bC seen in,ac­
tion here tonight in the Scout Hall, 
and a clash between the'Senior B teams 
of the two towlis will fill out a splen­
did evening of sport. ‘ . '
A large turnout of hoop fans is ex­
pected, as local rail birds arc always
■ confidijnt of seeing some fast and ex­
citing basketball between these old but
(m imf itj t / I r i
friendly rivals.
Three teams will travel south to the 
K, V. R. city next Thursday, Dee. 18, 
to play the return fixtures, and the boat 
trip promises to be the biggest excur­
sion of the year, well over thirty fans 
having already decided to spend the 
half-holiday in' Penticton. A big fea­
ture of the occasion will be the pre­
sence of the Len Davis Orchestra, 
which will provide music and enter­
tainment during the voyage.
ONLY TWO WEEKS 
OllTIL CHRISTMAS
B u y  th e  Gandy, N u ts  and O rang­
e s  for yoiir  C hristm as E n terta in ­
m en ts trom us.
CHRISTMAS TREE CANDY. 4 LBS. SI MI 
CHRISTMAS MIXER NRTS. 5 LBS. $1.00
JAP ORANGES, SWEET, JUICY AND FULL COUNT.
ITALIAN CHESTNUTS
3 5  c p e r  p o u n d . 3 LBS. F O R $ 1 .0 0
LEAVE AN URDER FUR 
A CHRISTMAS HAM 
NUW
ssJISi
ROYAL HOUSEHOLD FLOUR
FLOUR is a very ordinary and prosaic thing to talk about 
at C h r ista s  time but it is very necessary. Just unloaded 
another car of Royal Household.
The McKenzie Co., Ltd
PHONE 214
are higher in price, and we look for still 
higher prices.
FEED OUR SPECIALLY PREPARED
LA Y IN G  M A S H
AND
S C R A T G H  FEED
and cash in while prices are good.
We have practical iPoultrymen on our staff-nonsuit them. 
They will gladly assist you.'
POULTRY SUPPLIES of every description.
BRAN SHORTS FEED FLOUR 
W HEAT OATS OAT CHOP BARLEY CHOP
HAY STRAW
QUAKER FLOUR AND CEREALS
lit Co., Ltd.
KELOWNA, B. C. 
Free City DTelivcry Daily Phone 67
> jt
CHURCH NOTICES
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS. 
Dee. 14..'3rd Sunday in Advent. 8 u.in.j 
Holy Communion; 10 a.m., ScOlUs 
Own Bible Class; 11, Matiiia, Holy 
Comnuiniou and sermou; 2.30 p.m.. 
Sunday School; 7.30, Evensong and 
sermon. . ..
Dee. I7th, Wed., Service, and Medi­
tation in Parish Hall at 8 p.m.
OKANAGATT MISSION. Dee. 14th. 
8 a.m.; Holy Communion.
EAST K ELO W N A . (Anglican^., 11 
n.in,, Morning Service land Holy Com­
munion.': V-
RUTLAND (Anglican). 3 p.m ,̂
ChildrciVa Service.
C. s! TOMPKINS 
Who has assumed his duties as Gov­
ernment Supervisor of Banks in Can­
ada, a ‘ new position which carries a 
salary of $25,000 per annum.
PROVINCIAL ITEMS
A strike of very rich free milling 
gold was made last week in the Prov 
idcncc mine. Greenwood at the 500 ft. 
level. The pro is a white quartz, car 
laying native: gold in large quantities.
• W •
Thd Grouse Mountain Highvyay and 
Scenic Resort Company, Ltd., has been 
incorporated with a capitalization of 
$750,000 for the purpose of construct­
ing a scenic road and pleasure resort 
on Grouse Mountain, near Vancouver.
During the eleven months of this 
year ending on Nov. 30th no less than 
63,541,000 gallons of fuel oil \yere im 
ported into this province from Cali­
fornia. In addition 49,485,000 gallons 
of crude oil were also imported from 
California and refined at Port Moody 
and loco. , s
UNITED CHURCH. 11 a.m.,jn'or- 
niiig worship. 7.30 p.m., Lantern Slides, 
beautifully coloured, showing Central 
India—scenery, agriculture, modes of 
travel, social conditions and religion. 
S. S., 2.30 p.m. '
BAPTIST CHURCH. Services,
Dee. 14th. Sunday morning:^ Sund<^ 
School, 10.30; Morning Worship, 1.L15: 
shbjcct "Prophecy of the Captivity.’, 
Evening, Preaching Service, 7.30| Sub­
ject “The Christ of the Ages.”
Wednesday evening, Prayer, Meet­
ing,'8.
Friday evening, Young People a 
Meeting, 7.45, ^ '
FREE M ETHODIST CHURCH. 
Services will be held in the Board of 
Trade Hall. Sunday: 10 a.m., Sunday 
School and Bible Class. Preaching scr- 
yicc at 11 a.m. and again in the even­
ing at 7.30. Rev. E. E. Adams will 
preach at both services. (D.V.) All 
are welcome,, , ,. , , ,
FOR
IMMEDIATE SAIE
W E  O FF E R
35 acres .of level land on the 
R utland/F4at$ a t the abaurdly
L O W ;pR |C E  of
$ 7 5 0 .0 0
l. k  Wiikliison & Co.
RUiRNARD AVE.
W OLF CUB NOTES
1st KcIowim Pack
»(
This yeai- the Crestpn valley packed 
an apple cx;op of almost 200,000 boxes, 
approximately 50,000 boxes more than 
the estimate made at the beginning of 
the sVason by horticultural officials. '
After a little dinner-party it was 
suggested that every woman should 
state the gift she coveted most. With 
prompt acquiescence each announced 
her choice. . , , ' .
Mrs. Johnston' wished fqr exquisite 
jewels; Mrs. Williams desired to be 
the best-dressed woman . in society; 
Mrs. Smith preferred to own the hand­
somest motor-car; while Mrs. Bimp-
Next Parade, Wednesday, Dcc?.17i a t 
7 p.ni. .,''1,;;.,
The following promotions have been, 
made; Second Alf Ennis to be Sixer 
of the Tawnys; Cub S. Welch; to bo 
Second. , 'v'v
A football match was played oix 29tb 
November against the East Kclowxra 
Pack at the K.L.O., and resulted in a 
win for the 1st Kelownaa by ; 4j goala
to 1. .. .̂....... ^
If weather permits, a tnaicU will be 
played on Saturday, Dee. 13th, at 2>0D, 
o’clock, against the Kelowna (Section 
2) Cubs. V
Okanagan Mission Pack 
Parade on Saturday, Dec. 13th, ,10 
a.m.,; when a football match wijl ,bo 
played against the East Kelowna Pack, 
if weather, permits.
C. E. DAVIS,
■ V. , Cubmaster.
son craved popularity. .
Suddenly a dense man cxclainicd: 
"Heaven! Don’t any of you care for 
beauty?”
SAD SEQUEL TO
FRENCH WEDDING
LYONS, France, Dec. 11.—Five 
wedding guests were killed outright 
and another died later from his injur­
ies when a motor car, being driven 
from a church in Brignais" after the 
ceremony yesterday, failed to take a 
corner and crashed through a store 
front. F^e other persons, including 
the bride and groom, were seriously in­
jured and the driver alone was unhurt.
B.C.’s zinc output in 1923 was 58 
million pounds and in the first half 
of this year 29j4 million pounds. That 
of lead was 96 million pounds in 1923 
and in the first six months of this 
year 79 million pounds. The smelter 
at Trail is responsible for this immen­
se output of these two minerals.
NEWSPAPER ERRORS
Every now, and . then some sub­
scriber rises to denounce a newspaper 
for mistakes which appear in its col­
umns. A contemporary quotes with 
approval this plaint of an Eastern ed­
itor who tired of constant complaints 
about editorial mistakes:
“We made a mistake in last week’s 
issue,” he wrote. “A good siibscriber 
told us about it. The same day there 
was a letter in our postoffice box that 
didn’t belong to us. We called for 98 
over the telephone and got 198. We 
asked for a spool of No. 50 thread and 
when we got home we found it was 
No. 60. The train was reported 30 
minutes late.. We arrived at the depot 
20 minutes after train time and the 
train had gone. We got our milk bill 
and there was a mistake of 10 cents’in 
our favor. We got sick and the. doctor 
said we were eating too niuch.meat. 
We hadn’t tasted meat for two months. 
We ordered a tin of black shoe polish 
and later found they gave us brown. 
The ' garage man said the jitney was 
missing because it needed a new timer'. 
We cleaned a spark plug and it’s run 
fine ever since. Yes, we made a mis­
take in last week’s paper.” .
.f  ̂ N
MAY APPLY QUOTA RESTRIC­
TIONS TO CANADA
United States Secretary of Labour 
Davis, who. in his annual report, sug­
gests further restriction of immigra­
tion into the United States and also 
the registration of all aliens admitted 
to the country.
MAJOR-GENERAL J. H. McBRIEN
Who has just returned to Ottawa 
from Japan, where he represented the
Canadian Department of Defence at 
the Japanese Military manoeuvres. He
also inspected various military acadcni 
ics, and from the Chief of the General 
Staff received a beautiful sword said to 
be more than 300 years old.
Santa Claus
I am going to make
“  The ‘ O .K . ’  ”
my Headquarters for TOYS of all 
kinds: C. C. M. JOYCYCLES,
Kiddie Kars, Massey Bicycles, 
Scooters, Doll Cabs, Games and 
Sport Goods in a ll, branches, and 
numerous other novelty Gifts.
BICYCLE SPECIAL FOR 
XMAS
The new MASSEY BICYCLES 
arc down $5.00 in price. NOW is 
the time to buy your boy or girl one 
of our classy models, fully guaran­
teed.
The “O. K.” has blossomed out in­
to a real XMAS GIFT SHOP and 
being just out of the high-rent dis­
trict—a whisper off the main street 
—can afford to give Xmas shoppers 
hundreds of Xmas Toys, etc., at 
real bargain prices.
SEE OUR WINDOWS
T E D  B U S E
Bicycles, Sport Goods and
Toyd*
Glenn Block Phone 347
S h a l l  I  G i v e ?
O n ce m ore this perplexing question arises, and once more THOMAS LAW SON; LTD. 
meets the occasion with bountiful assortments of Gift Merchandise. ^
Make up your gift list and bring them here for quick and economical selectiqn. For e v e ^  
^ H n  your list, there is a gift here that may be selected quickly and with the  ̂certainty 
that it is expressive of the recipient’s own good taste. , ' , •
THESE ARE GIFTS THAT  
APPEAL TO A MAN’S HEART
He could make no. better selection, if he selected 
them himself for every article is expressive of good 
taste and refinement.
Soft Collar Folds. Bill Folds. Kerchief Folds. 
Gloves. Pyjamas. Shirts. Mufflers. Tie
Holders.
Boys’ Brush and Comb Sets, with steel $2.50
A WOOLLY BLANKET FOR 
THE HOME MAKING WOWIAN
She might have always cherished the thought of 
possessing one, but her thriftiness, wouldn’t allow 
the expenditure. Make her a gift of •one of these 
this Xmas and watch her eyes sparkle^wUh my. ^ 
Lovely Indian designs $6*50*-$7.50,^$9.00, $10.00
Jaeger Rugs at ......................  $10.00, $12.50, • $18.00
mirror, cased
GOOD LOOKING CHRISTMAS TIES
A La^e Range of . -
HANDKERGHIEFS f o r  CHRISTMAS 
PRESENTS '
These are not the sort that look good on Christmas 
morn—and forgotten five minutes later. Pleasing 
men the year round makes us sure of our Christ­
mas showing.
Silk Knits, Italian Silks, ^  TO
Lovely Crepes ........... - 75c ™ $1.50
GIFT GLOVES
Gloves for dress, for driving, for work, lined or 
unlined, with or without gauntlet. A collection 
allows you to select exactly the style that he will 
appreciate most. ^
Mochas, in tan and grey, lovely fleecy (PO O C
lined ..............................  $2.25. $2.50
Grey Suede, silk lining ............ -..... . $3.50
Work Mitts and Gloves ................... - 85c to $3.00
Plain colored w ith ' 
lace edge. ;Some 
have a ' border of 
net,; very new^ 
Boxed 2, 3 and 4 
in a box. These 
range in price 
from 50c to $1.50 
' a'bbx. , \ ’
I Children’s ExcClda 
H a n  d k e r chiefs' 
with colored bor- 
.ders. ,
Loose Handkerchiefs, , large' assortment ̂  white,
plain colors, embroidered corners and C
colored borders; to sell at 4 for ........ •
Picture Handkerchiefs from 1....... 5c to 25c each
SILK HOSIERY
The one who is perplex­
ed as to "What shall, I 
give her,*’ can depend 
upon hosiery to sblVe 
the problem satisfactori­
ly. Especially so, if they 
bear the karnp of those 
brands whose worth she 
knows, so well.'
Holeproof, Mercury, 
Penman’s and 
Winsome Maid.
DRESSING ROBES AND JACKETS
To the man who enjoys home comforts, and what 
man does not, we have every sorr of bath robe, 
dressing robe, house and smoking jacket to please
Beacon, in a variety of colors; 1
Turkish Bath Robes, blue and pihk; $11.75
Also a nice range in Misses’ and Children s, very 
moderately priced.
CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS
A true thoughtful gift for one member of the 
family to give another. Few gifts arc more prac- 
®cal or more useful. Individual styles for . men,^  t __ I— artirifwomen and children--all in keeping with; the spirit 
“ cs arc within the reach of all.of the season. Prices
T H E  U S E F U L  U M B R E L L A
Here is indeed’the all year round article—a service­
able umbrella. Silk and mercerized qualities—a  
big variety of each in a selection of handles to suit 
every taste.'Men's and Women’s .... $2.00 to. $5.00
LTD.
PH ONE 215
KELOWNA; B. C.
m
i j 'm a s s Si m m m JS^
